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See MARY PICKFORD as 

the ray of sunshine in a desolate 

marsh; the wee guardian of the 

greatest family of kids that ever 

touched your heart. She leads 

them through lots of fun and lots 

of trouble to a finish that will 

thrill you as you have never been 

thrilled! 
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The One unquestioned triumph 

of Mary Pickford’s career. No 

human heart is proof against the 

tremendous appeal of this great 

drama of the Southern Swamp¬ 

lands. 
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Scenes Taken 
from the 

Production 
'SPARROWS” the Photoplay Story ARY PICKFORD 

Complete in 
Six Issues 

This Week 

(MONDAY) H H—Special “Sparrows”—1 

Swamp his- 
the loyal 

e a tigress, 
ed Ambrose 

like 

Chuckleheaded Ambrose, always the spoilsport, imi¬ 
tated the ill-nature of his father, Grimes. Coming 
along to the pool he snatched up Baby Dgris. Then 
he pretended he would throw her into the clutching 

mud of the bog that hemmed in the farm. 

“’Cause paw wuz aimin’, to chu, 
self,” taunted the grinning oaf. 
little mother of the “Sparrows” 
Perhaps more like a nanny-goat;'^ 

emphatically in the ^ 

"Baby Doris’ fate, however, remained haz¬ 
ardous. Grimes, fearing that her wealthy 
father would trace the child, came to 
wheedle her away from “Mama Molly.” 
But Molly sensed the danger. She held 

Grimes desperately at bay. 
( Continued, tomorrow) 

THE NEW 14x36 COLC ’.ED INSERT CARD 

Believing that cleanliness was next to 
faith, hope and charity, “Mama Molly” 
used to bathe her little “Sparrows” 
at a rainwater pool inside the baby 
farm. At these times the children 

were happiest. 

Copyright 1926—United Artists Corporation 

ASK ABOUT 

At the “baby farm” Grimes snarled a com¬ 
mand, “You brats git them pertaters dug 1” 
He addressed the oldest of ten ill-treated 
orphans. “Mama Mglly,” they called her. 

She, on her part, called them 
her “Sparrows.” 

(TUESDAY) H H—Special “Sparrows”—2 

Once a lad, called “Splutters,” did not 
hide when a man came to buy hogs. So 
the man bargained for “Splutters” also, 
at half the price of a hog. It was a 
good omen. “See, the Lord’s picked 

up one of his ‘Sparrows’ a’ready,” 
said “Mama Molly.” 

.{.Continued, tomorrow)- 

..w Wi h Molly mothered Baby 
x>6ris with a bottle • of real milk that 

i^-W^gant came with this latest of the “Sparrows.” 
as heartless Molly wondered who could willingly have 
iwan^C s V" -: parted from so sweet a child. 

(Continued tomorrow) 

iui mciuui. ui Lilt ui dim kji j.vjmnj 

was Ambrose, only son of old Grimes. Ambrose 
alone, on that swamp ranch, seemed well-fed and 
gay. Yet, upon one cruel prank too many by 

Ambrose the whole destiny of the 
“Sparrows” was to hinge. 

in barn at the 
s,” was old 

g at the gate 
“The LorcJ’H 

** keep 

With one orphan less at Grimes’ baby 
farm, there was still not enough food. 
“Mama Molly” tried to carry raw 

* potatoes from the field. But Grimes’ 
wife caught her at it. Ambrose, the 

woman’s lubberly son, laughed 
- ' heartily. 

(WEDNESDAY) H H—Special “Sparrows”- 

. * *mmmm 
New “Sparrows” • would arrive (at the stockade in the 
swamp under ^over of darkness. ‘ One stormy night, after 
a racket at the gate, “Mama Molly” was called by Grimes. 
Two strange men had left another child. For the first 
time in her life Molly approved. This was the most 

beautiful baby of all—and so clean! 

not com 
while ago. Only—Grin 
shawl that wrapped the 

as the alligators in 

OUt O Sl£ 

Sut every time 
ldi vi’s hope 

send someone to fet 
on pfayin’,” 

USE THIS NE^ 
HERE IS a sure way by which newspapers can win reader interest fo 

with them. Mary Pickford’s powerfully entertaining new productio 

headliner for the family pages or magazine section. Fathers, motl 

enthralling adventures of ten little orphans captained by Mary in her most 

“Mama Molly” in her superb emotional moods, leading her “Sparrows” thn 

as a condensed story in six interesting daily installments of pictures. The 

of moving pictures. 

i 
>ages, and patrons for theatres co-operating.^ 

rrows”, in pictorial story form is ap ideal 

rothers and sisters will eagerly follow the 

tic of child roles. They will follow her as 

? scenes of the film which are printed here 

e tells the story in still pictures instead 



AMILY PAGE FEATURE 
Newspapers find this Style of art and literiry feature proving itself as great a circulation builder as comic art strips, 

because the comedy and drama of a living stor radiate human appeal, sympathy and humor. Features of this new sort 
have been adopted in newspapers in New York and elsewhere on straight reader merit, among them being such outstanding 
photoplay material as “The Black Pirate” and ‘Stella Dallas”. These features met with a highly gratifying response. 

Every exhibitor conducting ar^Tgagement of ; Ary Pick >d in “Sparrows” should provide his newspaper with the “Sparrows” pictorial feature. 
TUfo*c ™ th* TTnifldl ArHsts EnmnnHnn exchanges at $3. for the complete set of six daily strips.Order as follows: HH-bpecial Serial 

Complete in 
Six Issues 
This Week SPARROWS”—the Photoplay Story—1with MARY PICKFORD Scenes Taken 

from the 
Production 

(THURSDAY) H H—Special “Sparrows”—4 

“Never mind,” muttered the warped old 
man, as he watched Molly with Doris on 
her back, lead the orphans into the maze 
of the swamp, “the little fools will never 
make their way out.” He remembered 

the alligators. 
(Continued tomorrqw) 

After a lively race round the barn Molly evaded 
Grimes and joined her little companions. Now 
the bags of straw proved handy. These bore the 
weight of the little ones as they crossed the en¬ 

circling bog. Grimes was left standing baffled. 

"°y with Grimes while the “Spar- 
' Sight. Neither soft words nor 

give up Baby Doris to him. If 
m, the sheriffs were even then at 

recover the stolen child. 

Molly went 
rows” prepa 
harsh made ( 

Molly h?'1 

Old Grimes meant harm to Baby Doris, the 
new orphan. “Mama Molly” knew that, even 
when Grimes retreated from her pitchfork. 
She quickly rallied all the; other “Sparrows” 
and set them to filling sacks with* straw. She 

had a plan of escape. 

(FRIDAY) H H—Special “Sparrowsf’-r-5 

In his pursuit of the orphans Grimes blun¬ 
dered into deep recesses of the marsh, and 
disappeared forever. The two other kidnap¬ 
ers, however, were cornered. They leaped 
into the cruiser launch and raced from a 
pursuing police boat. Finally they jumped 
overboard without discovering the presence 

of the children. 

Now the “Sparrows” thanked God that they were 
safe with them feet again on firm ground then 
they took shelter i*> the cabin of a-cruiser launch 
moored in the bayo " * “ nmes 
them with dogs in * Snrn 
Doris’ father offe. d a huge reward foi uu return. 

(SATURDAY) H H—Special “Sparrows”—6 

The1 stolen baby was again in her’ fine nursery at home, 
and attended by a housekeeper, the father being a wid¬ 
ower. But little Doris somehow did not thrive. On the 
same day that a doctor came and shook his head, there 

was a disturbance at the big front door. 

Here was tragedy indeed!-—the child she had coddled 
and adored and tben had saved from the menace of 
Grimes’ Farm—a ‘Sparrow” no more. Instead, a child 
with a home and affection and father and no need of 

“Mama Molly” at all 1 Full of heartbreak, 
Motty surrendered Doris. 

“They’re mine, all of ’em,” Molly had' 
just announced proudly, when into the 
police station hurried a nice-looking, but 
agitated young gentleman. He passed by 
the other “Sparrows” and tried to take 

Baby Doris out of Molly’s arms. 

FRIGE 25c EACH - fN LOTS OF 50 OR OVER 20c EACH 
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Mary Pickford in “Sparrows” 

WHO’S WHO 
MARY PICKFORD—The incomparable, in the most dra¬ 

matic child role of her career. A great story of adversity, 

spiced with laughter and tears. 

ROY STEWART—An old favorite of the films, in a sympathetic 
role that marks him as a finished actor/ 

GUSTAV VON SEYFFERTITZ—The sort of a villain that makes 
em hiss. A marvelous characterization as Grimes, the baby-farm 
keeper. 

CHARLOTTE MINEAU—Makes of Mrs. Grimes a vivid character 
no one will forget. 

“SPEC” O’DONNELL — Remember “Abie” of “Little Annie 
Rooney”? This is the same “Spec,” but in an entirely different 
character. 

MARY LOUISE MILLER—The sweetest baby in pictures, and an 
artist to her twenty-months-old finger tips. 

MONTY O’GRADY—A boy find who will be heard from in films. 

BABY MURIEL McCORMAC—You know this sweet tot of the 
screen. 

BILLY BUTTS—One of the cleverest youngsters in pictures. 

THE STAFF 

. WILLIAM BEAUDINE—Who directed “Little Annie Rooney” and 
Penrod. Has scored another big success in “Sparrows.” 

E. deB. NEWMAN—General manager of the Pickford Company 
who was in charge of the production. 

HARRY OLIVER—Whose technical work in this picture stamps 
him as the best in the business. 

TOM McNAMARA—Who assisted in the direction and wrote the 
titles. 

CHARLES ROSHER—His photography is marvelous. 

WINIFRED DUNN—Famous scenario editor, who wrote the story. 

C. GARDNER SULLIVAN—Who wrote the adaptation. 

Adventure ! Suspense! Thrills ! Laughter!—and MARY 
PICKFORD! 

Here, in what is called Miss Pickford’s greatest picture, is a 

winning combination for theatres everywhere. With her keen 

sense of showmanship Mary Pickford has made a worthy suc¬ 

cessor to Little Annie Rooney”, and a picture whose merits 

should score surpassing response at the box office. 

“Sparrows” combines marvelous situations, a capable cast, 

beautiful photography, and a star who makes them laugh one 
minute and cry the next. 

Here is a story with one punch following another, one climax 
treading on the heels of the one before, and an unexpected turn 
of events with every reel. It’s a picture for everyone, old and 
young, and a picture for every show house, big and little. 

Nine little children are on a baby farm, mistreated by their 

keepers and mothered and protected by a girl of twelve they know 

as “Mama Mollie.” Then things begin to happen. They happen 

with startling results. There is never a dull moment from start 

to finish. You have suspense and thrills. There is color and 

adventure. There is an atmosphere, besides, that is a novelty on 

the screen. There is high production value. And underneath 

all, an appeal that lingers in your memory—that makes “Spar¬ 

rows” a picture one can’t forget and will want to see again and 
again. 

The title, Sparrows , is derived from those passages in the 

gospel of Luke to the effect that even the lowly, inconsequential 

sparrow is in the eye of God; and not less so are the gamins under 

the wing of “Mama Mollie” in the picture. 

Mingled with the more dramatic sequences and the sharply con¬ 

trasted comic reliefs of the youngsters, is a deeper note gained by 

careful direction and by the tense suspense that runs the entire length 
of this highly dramatic story. 

Sparrows”—full of the drollery that children love— 

is nevertheless a “grown up’s” entertainment. Because the 

compassion it expresses for unfortunate children is of that 

profound type which adults feel more understandingly than 

children themselves. Here is a picture for children and grown¬ 

ups both, treated with that wide range of genius for which 

Mary Pickford is famous, and really the most exquisite product 

of the star’s career. 

Mary Pickford, the world’s most famous woman, in the most 

sincere and interest compelling picture of her career in the in¬ 

dustry, emphasizes her return to the juvenile roles which are 

hailed with delight everywhere. In “Sparrows” she is Mary Pick¬ 
ford at her best. 

This combination spells profits at the box office, and satisfied 
patrons for your theatre. 

“Sparrows” is a great picture for the exhibitor! 



Putting Over “Sparrows” at Your Theatre 

A “Better Babies” Campaign 
Here is an “ace” piece of exploitation on “Sparrows.” A baby contest, 

properly handled, will deserve front page publicity during the run of the 
picture in your city. 

“Sparrows” is the story of a baby farm. The principal characters, are 
young children denied the proper care and nourishment a child is entitled 
to. To show the contrast between these children and those of your city, 
engineer a “Better Babies” contest. Have neighborhood groups competing, 
through neighborhood health centers, where babies may be weighed and 
graded for health points. 

One way is to tie up with the Parent-Teacher Association in your city 
or a similar organization. Have them stage the contest, with an idea of 
getting a break in all the local papers. Arrange with merchants and others 
for prizes. Have local photographers stimulate the contest, by their offering 
an extra dozen of portraits to each prize-winning child that has entered 
with a portrait made by them. 

Another plan is to arrange the contest exclusively with one newspaper. 
Make it the newspaper’s contest and yours. Let it tie in a subscription 
campaign. It will help to line up worthwhile prizes. Work the same plan 
also with the photographers, The paper should give big. art layouts to the 
contest, for a child contest is always sure-fire for a newspaper. 

The extent of such a contest is unlimited. In connection with a Mary 
Pickford picture it will be dignified and command respect. 

You get unlimited advertising. The newspaper gets a circulation benefit 
—the angle on this to be worked out by you and the newspaper, so many 
coupons for a new subscription, and so forth. 

The judging is to be done by physicians and nurses under the cus¬ 
tomary rules, the winning babies to appear on the stage the last night of 
your run. 

Try This On Your Lawns 
Once in a long while something like this is possible, and whenever it is 

possible it is very effective. 

Cards about 11 x 14 inches mounted on stakes may be planted on lawns 
about town—the legend reading: 

SPARROWS ALL GONE 

to the.Theatre 

with Mary Pickford. 

Luggage Shop Sure Thing 
Nothing ought to prevent anyone from getting fine window space in 

downtown luggage shops with a display of new handbags and a card: 

All that’s left of an 

ALLIGATOR 

that tried to bite 

MARY PICKFORD 

in “Sparrows” at 

the.Theatre. 

Lobby Displays 
For big houses, a lobby display can represent a swamp, with moss 

hanging from overhead boughs. 
You can have the house patrons enter the theatre over a wooden bridge, 

and at one side of the lobby have a small waterfall, with a pool of water 
covered with debris to represent the swamp. Flood light at night with red. 
Cut-outs of Miss Pickford can be used in this lobby to good effect. 

Tremendous and Original 

Lobby Idea Here 

Mary Pickford in “Sparrows” lends itself to a lobby display that the 
town will never quit talking about. 

Build up a short tree trunk with three forks, and in this fork build a 
six or eight-foot nest of inch-thick twigs. In this basket-like device have a 
bevy of children singing at stated hours of the day and evening. They 
are the “Sparrows” and this their nest. 

This same nest will also make a most spectacular design for a marquis 
decoration. The figures in it can be cut-out? from the six sheets or the 24 
sheet, bent round to fit against the inner edge of the nest. It can be effec¬ 
tively flood lighted. 

Naturally, the nest idea can be worked out in a prologue stunt also, 
with living children or players. The nest idea is outstanding for its novelty, 
and will be widely used. 

A “Sparrows” Convention 
This is one of those things to promote “big doings” at your theatre. 
Organize a “Sparrows” convention. It amounts to a costume, contest 

for boys and girls in dressing up in the best imitation of a role in Mary 
Pickford’s “Sparrows.” The role may be that of “Mama Mollie,” or that 
of Ambrose Grimes (“Spec” O’Donnell), or of “Splutters” (Monty O’C^dy) 
or of any of the other “Sparrows,” as each individual contestant ma)^piect. 

Set a date at which the children are to gather in front of the theatre 
to be judged for costumes. A special morning matinee may be set aside 
for them, as a treat for all those who appear in costume. Have photographs 
taken of the gang for use in press notices. 

An affair of this sort is managed with the least possible difficulty, since 
the costumes present no problem of expense and are readily made up out 
of the home rag bag. A most picturesque demonstration will result, one 
that will wake up the public. 

Construct a shadow box, showing a section of the swamp with old 11 1 

houses and barns, and small figures representing the people of the play. CrCclt Dane Lobby BallyllOO 
Light dimly, and have a glass front with water trickling down to give ram 
effect. A small automobile might be bogged down in the yard. Such a Here is a lobby ballyhoo that is different. A huge Great Dane dog 
display will cause comment. plays a prominent part in “Sparrows.” Obtain a Great Dane dog from 

__ nearby kennels, or trainer. Exhibit this dog on a raised platform in your 
lobby at certain hours afternoon and evening. Have its trainer explain to 

If there is an alligator farm near your city, a tank containing baby t^e crowds the traits of the Great Dane, why these dogs were really the 
alligators in your lobby will stop everyone in the street. This is a big “bloodhounds” of the old fashioned “Tom” shows, and give other interesting 
bet if there are alligators available. information about this breed of dog. A beautiful dog will always attract atten- 

Another striking front door figure would be a tall middle-aged man to tion, and with the lecture given by the trainer you have a lobby ballyhoo that 
represent the austere butler in the final sequence of “Sparrows.” He should is sure to get crowds every day. If the dog can do tricks, so much the 
stand with a plate in his hand, as if to receive cards. (Still 139 L.) better. But the dog alone will prove a big attraction in your lobby. 

> 



Humanizing The Campaign For “Sparrows” 

“Sparrows Week” As a Big 
_ Community Idea! 

Mary Pickford in “Sparrows” will sweep the heartstrings of 
her public with a deep, rich, harmonious chord. It will vibrate 
through every community fortunate enough to experience the 
m^gic of her touch in this new picture. “Sparrows” of all pic- 
tuv..® ever made by Mary Pickford, is the most intensely human. 
It is a picture whose echoes will ring through every home, will 
evoke response at every fireside, will rank as the supreme picture 
for the family. 

How focus the intense appeal of “Sparrows” to the full ad¬ 
vantage of your engagement? 

Do it so: Humanise your campaign! 
Rouse your community to a thought for the poor neglected 

children, who in daily life parallel the misfortunes of the little 
waifs in the picture, the “Sparrows” of the story. 

M!ake it possible for your public to think of saving a real- 
life “Sparrow” by adoption—giving it a home. 

Inaugurate a “Sparrows Week”, the purpose of which is to 
see how many will take this opportunity of seeking out some 
neglected or homeless child and becoming a father or mother to 
it. 

This is not an excursion into propaganda. Miss Pickford is not en¬ 
gaged in propaganda, and the picture is entertainment altogether. The 
theme of “Sparrows” is above propaganda, needs none. For kindness to 
homeless children is something the public whole-heartedly believes in, 
takes to its bosom, cheers for. 

Hence, when you humanize your campaign by inaugurating a “Spar¬ 
rows Week”, you are simply falling into step. 

The Sparrows Week” campaign is a combination of the following 
activities: 

1. Personal activity. 
2. Organization activity. 
3. Publicity. 

The personal activity starts with the theatre manager. He enlists 
other personal activity by approaching some prominent leader in society 
or a patroness of welfare work. There are locally many such. Put it up 
to this leader that the picture “Sparrows” will arouse unusual interest in 
adoptions of orphans; that this good work will be promoted by the forming 
or a Sparrows League” which will co-operate towards adoptions, par- 
ticularly during a Sparrows Week”, which logically would be during the 
Sparrows engagement. 
, off, some one of prominence should be enlisted to undertake 

tne^rst adoption and head the movement. Then during “Sparrows Week” 
e?Try opportunity should be given benevolent-minded citizens to adopt other 
children. 

Here comes in organization activity. The “Sparrows League”, with 
t j nucleus already indicated, will take in superintendents of orphanages 
and home-finding societies, institutions seeking foster parents for their 
charges. The welfare folk on the outside will look for persons wishing to 
adopt orphans, the orphanages providing the candidates for adoption both 
to work together formally as “The Sparrows League”. 

The theatre is decidedly in this combination. It provides afternoon or 
morning showings of the picture for special parties of the orphans, especially 
those, that are eligible for adoption. And adoptions will result, once the subject 
is agitated. 

There are dozens of adoptions normally every week in every fair-sized 
city; and under stimulation, several weeks of adoptions will concentrate 
into “Sparrows Week”. 

The publicity consists in drawing up a sane, well-balanced program 
for “Sparrows Week” observance, and then getting behind it. After ar¬ 
rangements have been made for the first prominent person to adopt a child, 
the publicity can start. It may begin with an article by a newspaper an ac¬ 
count of the organization of the “Sparrows League, which volunteers to 
find persons who will adopt orphans. The query will be, “Who will be 
the first to adopt a ‘Sparrow’?” Right after this, the person who has un¬ 
dertaken to lead the movement comes out with an announcement that he 

MARV PICKFORD in "SPARROWS" 

NOTE—This cut 
story, “I 

HH-6—Two Cel. Scene M6t. Only (Mat icc) 
is especially adapted for use with the 

■ike a Fairy Godmother,” on page 10 of 
Mary Pickford adoption 

the Press) Sheet. 

or she has adopted a “Sparrow”, little So-and-So. Then come interviews 
with leading welfare people and orphanage superintendents, commending 
the work and bringing out the great need for good foster parents for waifs 
Until now the movement need not directly tie up with the motion picture* 
but as the picture date breaks, the theatre enters the campaign decisively and 
announces “Sparrows League” matinees. It also distributes literature and 
gives screen notice to the League slogan: 

“Will You Take a “Sparrow” 
In Your Home?” 

The theatre may even set aside one afternoon to hold an Adoption 
Party for “Sparrows.” 

Whether there are adoptions actually at the theatre, or outside each 
adoption during “Sparrows Week” should be given a special story and also 
screen notice. The special story on Mary Pickford’s effort to adopt Baby 
Louise Miller is pertinent publicity to employ during this period. (See page 
10 in the press book.) Also use the radio to broadcast appeals in behalf of the 
Sparrows League.” 



Some Suggestions About Broadcasting 

Material For Radio Talks 

Where the radio is available for discussion of motion pictures in your 
city, excerpts from the “Sparrows” press sheets are decidedly appropriate, 
since the press book contains much new and original matter about Mary 

Pickford, the star. 
Especially recommended is the biography, the two favorite recipes of 

the star, the Grace Gray impression of Miss Pickford, and the story Lady 
Mary Goes a-Shopping,” all on page 8 of the press book. 

Other interesting topics are the story about “Joe,” the macaw, by George 
H. Thomas, on page 9, and the Baby Louise Miller story on page 10. 

Many other items of broadcasting value may be found in the book, 
especially when one realizes that Mary Pickford is definitely a front page 
personality. 

Sparrow Tracks Campaign 
Have a stencil made representing enlarged tracks of birds. Before the 

picture is announced paint the paving of your streets with these tracks. 
Have them lead to your theatre. They will arouse much curiosity and 
speculation. 

Later, letter the paving near the tracks “SPARROWS.” 

Then for the last campaign as the picture opens, make the lettering: 

“SPARROWS” 

at the .. Theatre 

For Your Opening 

Make the opening night of "Sparrows” a real occasion. Invito-city 
and county officials, welfare workers and prominent citizens. Issue a special 
invitation to be mailed to a selected list reading: 

Mary Pickford 

and 

John James 

Manager of the.Theatre 

Invite you to attend the premier of Miss Pickford’s 

newest screen masterpiece, “Sparrows” 

Add details of date, ticket sale, and so forth. Arrange for flashlights in 
your lobby, and plant them in the local newspapers. You can get the pic¬ 
ture talked about widely by such an opening. 

Prizes At Fancy Balls 

Arrange with local dance halls and organizations for “Sparrows” dances 
when a prize will be given to the best raggedy costumes, similar to that 
worn byPMiss Pickford in “Sparrows.” Get pictures of the winners and 

have them published in the newspapers. 
If children’s parties can be arranged, follow the same plan. Give pnz 

to the child wearing the most suitable costume to illustrate Sparrows. 

A “Sparrows” Search 

This is a good one! , „A 
Cut out about fifty sparrow-shaped cards of heavy pink: «rdboard a»d 

have vour men put them about town in trees just out of reach, aite 
vol hi™ proclaimed you are instituting a "Sparrows” search For each 
‘^narrow” so returned, with your signature on it, reward the bringer JjJ- 
a ticket to the show. This stunt will cause a wonderful lot of talk abou^e 

theatre and the picture. 

Vehicle Ballyhoos 

Here is something for cities that are not inland. 
Featuring the speed boat chase in the melodramatic sequence of Spar 

rows,” an atfention compelling street display can be arranged by parading 
a speed boat about town on a truck, dressed with banners to explain the 
attraction Have this speed boat manned by men dressed in police uniforms. 
This wm put over the idea that there is an exciting police sequence in the 

P1CtUAnother such display can be arranged by putting a small cabin cruiser 
on the truck and filling it with ragged children, the ‘Sparrows in their 

fl g In both cases the theatre can tie up with the dealer or manufacturer of 

the boats. •_ 

Big Pet Store Or Florist Display 
Imagine a big downtown window dressed up with a reproduction of a 

swamp with real huts, treelets, moss, water, fish and alhgatorsl Little 
cut-outs or figures of Mary Pickford and the nine orphans to dress uj. 

A sign, saying: 
“SPARROWS” ARE GOOD FOR ALLIGATORS 

BUT 

ALLIGATORS ARE NOT GOOD FOR “SPARROWS 

Why? See Mary Pickford at.-.. 

Any pet store will have on hand baby alligators to furnish^be ‘Menace” 

<3S 

A Teaser Campaign 

Before your engagement on “Sparrows,” placard the town with signs 

reading: 
LOOK OUT FOR “SPARROWS” 

Follow this up with: 
LOOK OUT FOR “SPARROWS” 

Coming to the.Theatre 

Then the final bill: 
MARY PICKFORD in “SPARROWS” 

At the. Theatre now 

Mailing Campaigns 

A postcard campaign, mailing the card, to a .elected list, will cause 

talk about the engagement. Have your cards read: 

Dear Friend: You will he interested inknowing th« Mary Pickford is com- 
ing to our city in her latest screen drama, Sparrows . 

ti_ Theatre takes great pleasure in making this announce- 
ment," and hopes' 'that^yorT can! see* “The" World’s Sweetheart’ in tins great 
story of adventure The engagement opens. 

Very truly, 
Manager . Theatre 

The AD CUTS: Observe that the cover page of this Exhibitors’ Campaign Book carries a Four-Column Ad. cut (HHD-7) which can be 

adapted to a full page advertisement, or to any size of advertisement from Four Columns up. Mats only, of this cut, are prodded. Exhibitors who 

wish to have this drawing made in smaller sizes can use the cover design as copy for the engraver. 

Those who wish to pick up the "Sparrow,- border design can do so by getting a Mat of HHD-3, Two-column, and having cast from it as 

many sections of the border as may be needed. 



An Exploitation Stunt That Scores Handsomely 

A DRAWING CONTEST 

A Mary Pickford drawing contest can be of tremendous value to an 
engagement of “Sparrows.” The invariable success with which such con¬ 
tests have been conducted, with Mary Pickford as the subject, testifies to 
her popularity and guides the theatre manager into adopting a similar sure 
boost for the-box office. 
- To organize a Mary Pickford drawing contest it is preferable to conduct 

it through the schools, on a large scale, and well in advance. The bigger 
and more thorough, the better. Also if possible, tie up with a newspaper 
on the stunt. 

The ideal way to conduct such a contest is outlined below: 
a. Arrange with the schools for participation by all intermediate 

drawing classes. 
b. Distribute the copy from which the contestants are to work. 

(Either a character portrait cover of the “Sparrows” herald, or 5x7 
portraits of Miss Pickford from Stern Photo Adv. Co., N. Y.) 

c. Principal or drawing master of each school to choose ten best 
freehand drawings to represent his school. 

d. A committee of artists and officials to choose from all these 
the ten best for the whole city. 

e. A display of all competing drawings in the lobby of the the¬ 
atre. This should culminate during the first days of the engagement 
of “Sparrows.” 

f. A theatre party for those contestants whose drawings were 
admitted to the finals. 

* The manager should organize a contest about three weeks before the 
play date, and distribute a folder containing the rules of the contest (a large 
fine screen half-tone cut of Miss Pickford may be printed in it as copy for 
the contest). The rules should be elastic as to whether pen and ink, pencil, 
or water colors or crayons be used. However, each drawing should be of a 
uniform size, say 8 by 10 inches. The drawing teacher of each class is to 
O. K. the work of pupils to insure that it is authentic freehand work. Pupils 
undertaking to do color should be reminded in the rules that Miss Pick- 
ford’s hair is a golden yellow, and that her eyes are hazel, and not blue. 

In the manager’s judgment, the contest may be advertised as being of 
interest to Miss Pickford herself. The manager may also undertake to hold 
the prize winning drawings to send to Miss Pickford, at the Pickford- 
Fairbanks studio, Los Angeles. 

The best period for cashing in on such a contest is to have the contest 
wind up just before a vacation week in the schools, and have the picture 
running during the vacation week. 

Atmospheric Prologues 
Fine opportunities are offered for atmospheric prologues. The natural 

beauty of the swamp country in “Sparrows” will suggest woodland scenes. 
Here are a number of prologues. Some of them may be combined for larger 
houses. 

No. 1—Swamp scene with hanging moss. Nine children, made up to 
resemble the swamp babies in “Sparrows” take part. A baby is tied on the 
back of one. A program of singing and dancing, perhaps with adults in 
costumes of “hill billies” joining with the children. Typical rural melodies 
nmg- be featured. 

No. 2—A dock; boat enters and children come ashore to give spirited 
program of numbers. At close all enter boat again and it moves off stage 
with children waving “good-bye.” 

No. 3—Farmyard, with tumbledown shacks, farmer, wife, son and 
the children giving numbers. Might have children enter in old wagon 
drawn by skinny horse. Feature farm songs and dances. 

No. A—Typical southern home, with children dressed in their old- 
fashioned Sunday best, and southern characters in adult roles. Program 
of southern songs and dances. You could conduct a “sing” with the audi¬ 
ence joining. 

No. 5—For small houses, woodland drop, and program offered by 
children, local talent in specialties. Have children dressed in old clothes. 

The nature of these prologues also offers a chance for the use of trick 
animals, particularly those of the barnyard variety. 

THE GRAUMAN PRELUDE 

The following Sid Grauman prelude for Mary Pickford in “Spar¬ 

rows” was put on at the Egyptian Theatre, Hollywood: 

Set in full stage was the barn attic scene. A girl representing 

the heroine, “Mama Mollie,” sang a soprano solo, “The Slumber Boat,” 

surrounded by a half dozen children dressed as in the photoplay. At 

the conclusion of the solo the show went into the picture. 



Three Good Ideas Relating to the Picture 

Newspaper As Host 
A splendid way to promote a fine piece of publicity is to give a special 

school teachers’ preview of Mary Pickford in “Sparrows.” 

A common mistake in arranging such a showing is the theatre’s under¬ 
taking to sponsor the showing. 

The right way to do this is to turn the stunt over to one newspaper— 
the newspaper to issue the invitations, the theatre to provide the show. 
Such co-operation gives the stunt prestige. 

The turn-out of teachers at special previews organized as outlined 
above, has invariably been over 80 per cent, of the entire teaching staff of 
a city. 

Remember, the newspaper invites them—not the theatre. And the 
newspaper publicizes the affair. 

The matter of admission is easily regulated. Each teacher simply pre¬ 
sents a card bearing her name and name of her school, signed by the prin¬ 
cipal, as a token of identification. 

The idea is presented to the teachers and to the newspaper respectively 
as a highly entertaining and humanizing motion picture and as a circula¬ 
tion and good will builder. 

The teachers are not to be asked to endorse or preach the picture to 
their pupils, but nature will take its course when everybody knows that 
they have been to see the picture in advance, and they will have to answer 
numberless inquiries about it. 

On The “Sparrows” Trail 

A “Sparrows” prize hunt can be conducted on a beach, playground or 
park. 

Have small throwaways printed, preferably on brightly colored paper, 
with the words: Mary Pickford in “Sparrows,” at the.Theatre 

Have these form the trail which is to be followed from a given point 
by contestants. At the trail’s end, the first comer will find a handsome 
reward. In order that all of the pieces of paper will be picked up and 
examined, arrange to have every hundredth clue marked good for one 
admission to the theatre. 

This “Sparrows” prize hunt should be worked up in advance in order 
to have a large crowd out for it. 

“Better Films” Tie-up 

The Better Film Boards of Women’s Clubs should endorse Mary Pick- 

ford’s “Sparrows” with enthusiasm, and in some sections this endorsement 

has been found to have high value. 

Arrange in your locality with the chairman of the Better Films Board, 

to have a letter sent out to all club members. Here is a letter such as 

was sent out on “Little Annie Rooney” in one of the big cities in the west. 

It went on club stationery and made a valuable tie-up. The letter haa 

been changed to refer to “Sparrows”, as follows: 

BETTER FILMS BOARD OF WOMEN’S COUNCIL OF . 

Dear Council Member: 
In order that the Better Films Board of the) Women’s Council of this city 

may not weaken in its activities by scattering its fire, the board considers in 
its objective two major premises: 

1— THE PUBLIC WANTS GOOD PICTURES. 

2— THE PRODUCER WANTS A PROFIT. 

The most sensitive nerve of the motion picture business is THE BOX OF¬ 
FICE. When a theatre proclaims good pictures, it should be rewarded. 

Commencing next . “Sparrows” with Mary Pickford will 
be filmed at the . Theatre. 

This is an ideal vehicle for this sweet and appealing star. Combining 
laughter and tears, comedy and drama, the picture visualizes the heroism of a 
little girl protecting nine fellow orphans in a swampland “baby farm”. 

We cannot close our eyes to the fact that even in this advanced day there 
are motherless children herded in out-of-the-way places under irresponsible and 
often neglectful and cruel guardians. We are reminded of this condition forcibly 
in the extremely sympathetic treatment given it by Mary Pickford in her new 
picture, a treatment that is primarily entertainment, but thoughtful and inspir¬ 
ing of pity for the waifs wnom she in her splendid role so tenderly mothers. 

Don’t miss this picture. Tell everyone about it. 

Cordially greeting you, 

Chairman 

riil-7—i leu lui. Scene Cul {Price 50c; Mat 10c) 

MAEV PICKFORD in 'SPARROWS'' 
HH-j—iwo Lin. scene Cat (Price 50c; Mat 10c) 
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Three-Column Ad Cut with the “Sparrows” Spirit 

Extra 
Special 

Stunt!!! 

You will be glad to learn that 

there is available a picture-story 

stunt made up of scenes from Mary 

Pickford’s photoplay, “Sparrows,” 

which is a sure-fire newspaper fea¬ 

ture. It is in picture serial form, in 

daily instalments of four pictures #, as a strip across the page, with 

enough text under each picture 

to carry the theme of the story. One 

strip is run daily until the story is 

told, and the stunt makes a splendid 

one-week feature for any newspaper. 

This “Sparrows” feature takes the 

place of the long prose serial stories 

which newspapers have accepted as 

photoplay plots. It presents a wel¬ 

come innovation, since in an art 

form a story is more attractive to the 

public. Mats—in seven-column width 

(14}4 inches or 87 picas) and not 

over four inches deep-of this six- 

day picture strip on “Sparrows” may, 

as the result of a special arrange¬ 

ment, be obtained at United Artists 

exchanges at the extremely reason¬ 

able price of $3 per complete set. 

Interest your local newspaper to 

use this “Sparrows” feature, prefer¬ 

ably the week before your show 

opens. The cost to you of the mats is 

nominal and will be well repaid by 

the interest their U3e arouses in the 

photoplay, while the newspaper will 

be presenting for its part a legiti¬ 

mate, novel and rousing pictorial 

feature. 

MARY PICKFORD 

HH-1—One Col. Portrait (Cut 30c 
Mat 5c) 

“Sparrows” in Picture Serial 

Form as Newspaper Feature. 

HERE X 
THEY 
ARE 
Mary and 
Her Brood 

'mm 
Mary as the whole world loves her. 

Mary as the hoyden, the protector, the 

fighter. 

Mary in her greatest achievement a docu' 

ment of joyous laughs and happy tears. 

A Mary whose drama thrills you and 

holds you in a thrall of breath-catching 

suspense. 

Oh! a girl is Mary. Oh! what a treat for you. 

HHD-6—Three Column Ad Cut (Cut 7Sc; Mat 20c) " 



Hand Colored Lobby Display Cards 

MARY PICKPOR.D 
-JLjfc_Ji_,—. MARY PICKPORD 

Lobby Cards 
SPARROWS' 

40 cents each 

80 cents per set 

P,c^COpo 

MARY PICKPORD in. "SPARROW 

MARY PICKPORD in. "SPARROW MARY PICKPORD irv "SPARROWS 

Lobby Cards 

75 cents per set 

MARY PICKPORD in. "SPARROW 
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Another Good Selection of Cuts 

C’m on Over”! 
Many moments of laughter — but above all 
—the most thrilling and hair raising climaxes 
ever screened! This is drama and suspense 
such as you find once perhaps in a genera¬ 
tion of pictures! 

Come! Bring the Family and Friends! 

From First Reviews 

“The production is Mary 

Pickford at the zenith of 

her fruitful career.” 

—Los Angeles Express. 

“Entertaining and ap¬ 

pealing with its pathos and 

that irresistible undercur¬ 

rent of wistful humor that 

is so much a part of Mary.” 

—Los Angeles Record. 

“Comedy and pathos in¬ 

termingle throughout the 

film, keeping one's emo¬ 

tions in constant action.” 

—Los Angeles Herald. 

“Mary Pickford has 

achieved her greatest tri¬ 

umph.” 

—Los Angeles Times. 

“All of us who know 

and admire her ability as 

an actress and her character 

as a woman, feel that she 

deserves our congratula¬ 

tions.” 

—Los Angeles Examiner. 

“Terribly exciting too, 

especially in the scenes 

where she takes her little 

brood across the swamps 

to safety.” 

—Los AngelesDaily News. 

“The film is not only a 

remarkable triumph for its 

star,—it is one of the most 

human and thrilling ex¬ 

periences that has ever been 

offered through the med¬ 

ium of the screen.” 

—Los Angeles Times. 

MARY 
PICKFORD 

jpaRrovjj 
Lift Up Your Eyes ! 

See the Star of Stars in 

her most attractive role 

—“Mamma Molly” to a 

brood of homeless kids. 

Here is life’s song of 

love, beating with 

laughs and sobs, its melo¬ 

dy in tune with your 

own heartstrings. 

A wonderful picture, a 

mighty achievement for 

the world’s sweetheart. 

See it! You’ll love it! 

HHD-1—One Col. Ad Cut (Price 30c; 

Mat 5c) 

HHD-5—Tzvo Col. Ad Cut (Price 50c; Mat 10c) 



Splendid 24—Sheet Poster and Card 

Lithographed Window Card. Price 10 cents 

Slide No. 1. Price 15 cents 

Slide No. 2. Price 15 cents 

Lithographed Twenty-Four Sheet Block Poster (Poster No. 2). Price $2.00 



SPARROWS' 
TMP.E-E- SHEErT No. 2 

MARY PlCKFORD 
SPARROWS 

Released By 
United Artists Corp. 
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Two Eloquent Ad Cuts 

MARY 
PICKFORJD 

Everybody’s singing’tlie 

praises of tbe world’s 

sweetheart in this, her 

triumph of triumphs. 

Tre got it”! 
Mary certainly has. 
It’s a new one — the 
potato hop. 

Created to entertain 
her brood of waifs — 
it leads you laughingly 
into the heart gripping 

drama. 

See the sweetheart of stars 

in her dramatic accomplish¬ 

ment, brimful of human in¬ 

terest, tense with suspense. 

H.HD-4—Two Col. Ad Cut (Price 50c; Mat 10c) 

Are YOU hungry,too? 

Then you come on right 

over and see me and 

my brood. 

We will give you lots 

of laughs, but we will 

also make you clench 

your fists in tense un¬ 

certainty and gripping 

suspense. 

Yes, the kids will send 
you home more pleased 

with the world than 

you have been for a 

long, long time. 

* 

Bring Tom and Helen, 
Dad and your next 

door neighbors* 

HHD-2—One Col. Ad Cut (Price 30c; 
Mat 5c) 



Selected Ads and Scenes 

HH-3—One Col. Cut (Price 30c; 
Mat 5c) 

MaryPickford 

(Use catch lines in this 

space, or use it for 

making your own 

announcement) 

HHD-3—Two Col. Ad MAT ONLY (Mat 10c) 

Exhibitors wishing to use the 

“Sparrows” border can get it from 

a mat of HHDd. Any number of 

castings can be made from one mat, 

making the cost nominal* 

HH-8—Three Col. Scene Cut (Price 75c; Mat 20c) 

MATY PICKFORD in "SPARROWS'1 

HH-2—One Col. Cut (Price 30c; 

Mat 5c) 

MaryPickford 

YOUR THEATRE 

HHD-O—One Col. Ad Mat Only (Mat 5c) 



Smaller Town Department 

A Collection of Suggestions Designed to Provide Exploitation 
Angles that are Readily Available Anywhere 

A Mary Pickford production making its debut in any of the smaller 
cities or in a large city’s neighborhood or suburb, is just as important an 
event to that community as it is to the downtown of a metropolis. 

A new picture by Mary Pickford, such as “Sparrows,” means as much 
to the theatre’s patrons anywhere as it does to the patrons of the Broadway 
houses. 

With very little expense and very little effort, where you feel that big 
town campaign material is too elaborate for you, you can still make an 
EVENT of “Sparrows.” Therefore some ideas are assembled in this de¬ 
partment with the design of helping you bring in added dollars at the 
box office. 

ADVANCE BILLING—Start your advance lobby display at least a 
week before you open, or at least earlier than usual, to impress your public 
that something out of the ordinary is coming. Post lithographs if possible; 
use heralds, advance slides; extend yourself on newspaper advertising; do 
everything with an eye to making the advent of “Sparrows” notable. The 
big secret in exploitation is not so much the likelihood that you will inform 
many more people than usual, but that you will impress them harder and 
oring business by awakening them to the fact that you have something 
better than “just a picture.” 

USE TEASER CAMPAIGNS—Advance interest is readily worked 
up by employing one of the teaser campaigns suggested on other pages of 
this book. Most of them, like some other features, are adaptable to any 
conditions. 

PROLOGUE—Give them something new—a prologue. You can ar¬ 
range one through local singing or dancing teachers that will not cost you 
a cent. Have some of their best pupils sing or dance preceding the picture. 
Let them appear in tattered clothing, like that worn by the children in 
“Sparrows.” These youngsters will do their stuff with enthusiasm, and 
they will bring in all their relatives and friends. 

STOCK JUDGING CONTEST—In the swamp farm of Grimes, in 
“Sparrows,” hog raising is the only visible attempt at efficiency. In rural 
communities this can be tied up with a stock-judging contest for boys. Have 
your boy patrons undertake to judge these hogs for points, during the week 
of the engagement, giving them cards to fill out, the prizes for the most 
expert rating of the hogs to be announced at the end of the week. This 
might be organized by having a class from a district high school make this 
an exercise in live stock husbandry. At any rate, instructors from an agri¬ 
cultural college or a district high school should mark the papers. 

Five Excellent Contests 
No. 1—Get the children’s magazine section of your local paper to print 

a cut up portrait puzzle of Mary Pickford. Give a prize of theatre tickets 
to the youngster assembling it in the neatest manner, or offer a five-cent 
admission rebate to each contestant. 

No. 2—Arrange a doll dressing contest for girls under twelve years of 
age. Let them dress small dolls in ragged attire like the characters in 
“Sparrows.” Offer prizes for each doll best representing each role. Get a 
department store to display the dolls in their window. This stunt will 
arouse intense home interest. 

No. 3—Mary Pickford and her tots in “Sparrows” fly a kite during 
the picture. Using stills showing this sequence, stage kite-making and kite¬ 
flying contests among children, offering tickets as prizes. This could be 
worked up to good advantage through schools or playground associations. 

No. A—What young girl in your city has the prettiest curls? Stage a 
contest to find out, with local artists for judges. This is something new in 
the way of contests, and you may find a girl who looks a great deal like 
Mary Pickford. 

This can also be tied up with a local newspaper for a big play, and the 
girls will eat it up. 

No. 5—Offer prizes for the best scrap books in town, kept by Mary 
Pickford fans. You may find that many persons have kept scrap books 
containing her pictures and stories about her for some time. 

Merchandise Tie-ups 
TOY SHOPS—There is an adorable, curley-haired baby in “Sparrow!*’ 

who looks more like a doll than a real baby. Any dealer in dolls in your 
city probably has in stock attractive dolls that could be featured in window 
displays as “Mama Mollie” dolls as shown in Mary Pickford’s latest pic¬ 
ture, “Sparrows.” 

BOOK STORE—A popular folio edition of Bible stories for children 
is featured in one scene of “Sparrows.” Still No. 88 in the Newspaper 
shows Mary Pickford surrounded by the children who support her in file 
cast. The grouping is artistic and could be copied easily with small wax 
models to make an attractive window display for a book store. 

DEPARTMENT STORE—A window display of beautiful gowns 
would contrast effectively with a model dressed in rags and tatters to sim¬ 
ulate Mary Pickford in her role in “Sparrows.” 

INFANTS’ OUTFITTING—One of the sequences of “Sparrows” fea¬ 
tures a beautiful nursery, completely equipped. Get your local dealer to 
dress his window similarly and to feature infants’ apparel. 

A model dressed in rags and holding a doll in her arms could be used 
for a tie-up with the picture. 

GROCERY—In one of the sequences of “Sparrows,” Mary Pickford 
raises potatoes. Get your local grocery to build up a huge mound of fine 
looking potatoes, bearing a sign reading—No wonder Mary Pickford enjoys 
digging potatoes in “Sparrows” when they are as good as these. (Still No. 
101, lobby set.) 

HARDWARE—Your local hardware dealer would be glad to feature 
a window of knives, axes, etc., that stay sharp if you would sell him the 
rdea by showing him Still No. 11, which shows Mary Pickford in “Spar¬ 
rows” at an antiquated grindstone sharpening a hatchet. 

SHOES—In “Sparrows” Mary Pickford wears dilapidated shoes that 
are mismates—one is an old fashioned buttoned one, with many buttons 
missing—the other, a man’s gaiter. Get your local dealer to find a pair of 
shoes similar to these and feature them in his window as contrasted to his 
regular stock. 

FURNITURE-An old blanket hung up by ropes is utilized as a baby’s 
bed in “Sparrows.” Get your local dealer to dress a window, featuring 
hammocks and porch swings showing the contrast between them and the 
one used in the picture. 

DATES TO BEAR IN MIND—Remember that the second Sunday 
in May is national Mothers’ Day, also that national Baby Week comes in 
the first half of May. 

Sidewalk Ballyhoos 
Dress a tall man to represent Grimes, the heavy of “Sparrows’! Outfit 

him with swallow-tail coat and boots, and have him walk through kie 
streets with a suitcase bearing the sign: 

“I want to find ‘Sparrows’.” 

On the end of the suitcase have the words: 

“At The.Theatre.” 

Outfit two characters like Grimes and his wife, to go through the 
streets, Mrs. Grimes with umbrella in hand and almost behind Grimes, as 
if pursuing him, for comedy effect. Grimes can carry satchel reading: 

She’ll Chase Me Yet to the.Theatre to See “Sparrows.” 

Idea For An Announcement 
With a portrait of Miss Pickford run something like this on cards, 

throwaways, programs, or block posters: 

MARY PICKFORD, the beloved ragamuffin, is back again! 
You’ll adore her in “SPARROWS,” her newest big production. 
She’s Mama to a whole band of waifs—and what an exciting 
time they have! 

V 



A Galaxy of Stellar Slogans and Catchlines 

The ray of sunshine in a des¬ 
olate marsh; the angel of 
abused children, the mer¬ 
ry, brave heart that led 
them out of oppression to 
a kindly haven! 

Never more humorous: 
Never more enchanting; 

Never more brilliant 
and inspiring! 

Heartbreak and 
Angel of Mirth. 

Masterfully depicting the 
hopes, fears, joys and 
adventure of Youth. 

She entertains you! 
She entrances you; 

She melts you; and 
makes life vivid! 

The supreme climax Her beauty entrances you, the story enchants you, 
of sympathetic ancj you ijve life’s thrills over again, 
achievement! - 

Full of terrific suspense, powerful drama compelling 
One of those rare things of sincerity) and flawless humor, 
exquisite delight. _ 

Tft Angel of 

Slogan For “SPARROWS” 

Here is a slogan for “Sparrows.” Use it on teaser cards, 

posters, tack-cards, throw-aways, or door hangers. 

Saucy 

Petite 

Appealing 

Radiant 

Rollicking 

Original 

Winsome 

Sweet 

. Theatre Beginning... 

MARYPICKFORD 
in an epic of heroism and self-sacri¬ 
fice, adventure and thrills with a gen¬ 
erous sprinkling of laughter and tears. 

A rare gem that has come from years of artistic en- 
The acme of art, inspiration deavor Qn the t of the world-s ^ loved artiste. 

and entertainment. ___ 

Rippling with Comedy! 
Magnificent in Drama! 

A Story of Universal 
Sympathy and Humor 

Heart-reaching in its Sweet¬ 
ness! 

Electrifying in its Suspense- 
fulness! 

Lift up your Eyes— 
The STAR OF STARS! 

Whimsical! 

Appealing!! 
Irresistible!!! 

Mistress of Smiles 
and Human Emotions! 

A Sure-Fire Star 
in a Sure-Fire Story 

The little Joan of Arc 
of the dismal marsh! 

“Mama Mollie” who moth¬ 
ered the motherless babes. 

The Incomparable, in an¬ 
other rollicking child role 
—the sort that made her 
famous. 

Melodramatic appeal plus 
perfect comedy. 

Adore 
The “World’s Sweetheart” in her antics and moods of elfin mischief. 

Smile 
When the little rebel of the “baby farm” “puts it over” on the harsh 
taskmaster. 

m>ar 
As “Spec” O’Donnell stops a blueberry pie with his freckled face. 

Approve 
The screen’s most winning baby that Mary Pickford almost adopted. 

Pity 
The wan tots penned in a semi-tropical wilderness stockade far from 
help. 

Shudder 
When a fierce mastiff trails ten truants through the quaking bogland. 

Gasp 
At the alligators infesting the lagoons and snapping at the runaway 
children. 

Thrill 
At the race of the police patrol-boat and the runaway speedboat laden 
with fugitive orphans. 

Cheer 
When “Mama Mollie” wins the unforgettable flight through the swamp 
—a sublime “Children’s Pilgrim’s Progress.” 

“Sparrows’,—Adapted from the Book of Life 
—with the full flow of life’s emotions, treated in 
a fine, sympathetic spirit. 

One of the highest points reached by motion 
pictures since their inception. 

So quaint, so human, so gripping that it fairly 
wrings the heartstrings. 

Are pigs to have nourishing milk and bread and 
hungry children nothing but crusts? See 
“SPARROWS.” 

Here is artistry that crowns a career of achieve¬ 
ment! 

4 



Special Data on Accessories 

MUSICAL SCORE 
LONG SCORE (17 Pieces): 

1. Piano-Conductor 10. First and Second Clari- 

2. First Violin net Bb 

3. Second Violin U’ Bassoon 

4 Viola 12. First and Second Horns 

5 Cello 13. First and Second Trum¬ 

pets Bb 

b BaSS 14. Trombone 
7. Harp 

15. Drums 

8. Flute Duplicate Piano and 

9. Oboe First Violin. 

SHORT SCORE:—Consists of one Piano-Organ part and one Violin 

part. 

(Scores should be ordered from United Artists Corp. Exchanges) 

NEW COLOR HERALDS! 

Beautifully decorated two-color heralds, with a new treat¬ 

ment that is specially attractive, have been prepared for 

Mary Pickford in “SPARROWS.” 

Order direct from 

THE LONGACRE PRESS, Inc. 

427-431 West 42nd Street New York, N. Y. 

Prices: 

1,000 to 5,000 at $3.75 per M. 

6,000 to 10,000 at $3.50 per M. 

11,000 and over at $3.25 per M. * 

Dating extra at $1.25 per M. 

Send Money Orde;1 or New York Draft, or 

Longacre Press will send parcel-post C.O.D. charges collect 

(NOTE-Do not order from United Artists Corp.) 

NEW STAR PORTRAITS 

New Star portraits of Mary Pickford, similar to the engraving 

marked “HH-4-2 Col.” now are available in quantity lots at 

a low price. 

This portrait, in 5 x 7 inch photographs direct from the 

negative, without advertising text, and with autograph im¬ 

printed, can be obtained at $3.50 per hundred from the 

STERN PHOTO ADVERTISING CO., 

136 WEST 50th STREET NEW YORK, N. Y. 

Order direct from Stern Photo Advertising Co. in lots of not 

less than 100. Send Money Order or New York Draft; or 

receive them Parcel Post C.O.D., charges collect. 

Note—Do not order from United Artists Corporation. 

TRAILERS 

Trailers on “Sparrows” can be 

ordered by exhibitors direct from 

National Screen Service, Inc. 

No. 126 West 46th Street, 

New York City; No. 845 South 

Wabash Avenue, Chicago, or 

917 S. Olive Street, Los Angeles. 

NOTE — The Accessory Order Blank for Mary Pickford in “Sparrows” is 
obtainable from any United Artists Corporation Exchange. 

OR — You can make out your own order from the identification numbers and 
prices in this campaign book. 

Exhibitors duly licensed to exhibit the pictures mentioned herein are authorized to 
use the advertising material and ideas contained in this book solely for the pur¬ 
pose of exploiting the pictures named herein and for no other purpose. 

The use of such advertising material and ideas by all other persons is prohibited. 
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General Advance Story 
for Newspapers 

Mary Pickfot d Comes to Blank Theatre 
in “Sparrows,” Dramatic Film 

Comedy and Drama Highlights Of Star’s New Story Of Louisiana 

Swamps—Gala Opening 

MARY PICKFORD 
IN 

“SPARROWS 
From an original story by Winifred Dunn; adapted for the 

screen by C. Gardner Sullivan; directed by William 

Beaudine; Tom McNamara, Carl Harbaugh 

and Earl Browne, collaborators; titles 

by George Marion, Jr. 

Photography by Charles Rosher, Hal Mohr and Karl Struss. 

Art direction, Harry Oliver. Electrical effects, William Johnson. 

Released by United Artists Corporation. 

THE CAST 

Mama Mollie .Mary Pickford 

Grimes .Gustav von Seyffertitz 

Richard Wayne..Roy Stewart 

Doris Wayne .Mary Louise Miller 

Mrs. Grimes .Charlotte Mineau 

Ambrose Grimes ..Spec O’Donnell 

Bailey .Lloyd Whitlock 

His Confederate .A. L. Schaeffer 

Hog Buyer.Mark Hamilton 

Splutters .....Monty O’Grady 

Muriel MacCormac 
Billy Jones 
Cammilla Johnson 
Mary McLane 
Billy Butts 
Jack Lavine 
Florence Rogan 
Sylvia Bernard 
Seessel Anne Johnson 

SYNOPSIS 

Beyond the wall on the outer walk 
Was a pile of ashes high, 
With cans and rags &nd dirty things 
To offend the passer by. 
But God sees things so differently 
That Beauty’s everywhere, 
And out of the pile of ashes 

There blooms a rosebud fair. 
—Juliano 

As other more fortunate little girls hug their dollies to their breasts and 
mother them, Mollie looked upon the eight other little children as her own. 
They were prisoners at the Grimes farm and where they all came from nobody 
knew but Grimes and he would never tell. 

He and his wife could not have chosen a better place for sinister secrecy; 
here on the edge of the swamp with only one road out barred by a big gate. 
The bog was dank, dark and bottomless—a trap of death to every living thing 
that dared to tempt its coming horrors. 

With the beatings and hard work and cold, the children lived days of 
misery and nights of terror. Their only hope was Mollie. She never gave up. 
In an old tattered book of Bible stories, she had gleaned that God looks after 
the lowliest, counting even the fall of each sparrow. In the uncertain light of 
the old loft, she read the stories to them and they tried hard to believe that 
there was some relief from the cruelties of old Grimes. 

None of life’s experiences can entirely quell the spirit of fun in a child’s 
heart and so the dramatic episodes at the Baby Farm are relieved by moments 
of richest comedy, with Mary Pickford as leading spirit in the fun making. 

One stormy night a beautiful child is brought to the farm by two rough 
looking strangers. It is evident she comes from a home of luxury. She is 
plainly out of place among the children at the Grimes farm. Plainly, she was 
not an unwanted child, for she had been nurtured, cared for and loved. 

In the outside world, a distracted father was turning heaven and earth to 
find her, and the trail of the police led finally to the farm, and to the distorted 
mind of Grimes the only way to avoid the police is to destroy all evidence. The 
horror of throwing the angelic Amy into the swamp stirs no qualms in his 

callous heart. 
Mollie finds this out. She believes that a God who watches the fall of 

every sparrow must surely watch over her and the smaller children. She gathers 
them about her and prepares for the escape. 

With death stalking them every foot of the way, their passage through the 
swamp is a succession of tremendous episodes of breathless suspense, with a 
climax that transcends in power and emotional appeal any dramatic sequence 
ever brought to the screen. 

Mary Pickford will lead a frolicsome 

crew of gamins to the Blank Theatre 

next Sunday in “Sparrows,” her new¬ 

est and most dramatic film. 

“Sparrows” tells a grippingly absorb¬ 

ing story of adventures on a queer farm 

in the southern swamp country. Some 

suggestion of the special effort expended 

in making the new Pickford film may 

be had from the fact that this swamp 

set alone required transplantation of six 

hundred trees and wholesale hanging of 

Spanish moss for background. It was 

especially built for the picture ‘under 

direction of Harry Oliver. 

The story of “Sparrows,” which is 

directed by the same William Beaudine 

who wielded the baton on the eminently 

successful “Little Annie Rooney,” is 

highly dramatic, and the action fast 

from the very start. Sharply contrast¬ 

ing comic reliefs emphasize the film’s 

sheer suspense and tense moments. In 

the story a twelve year old girl, “Mama 

Mollie,” battles for her picturesque ret¬ 

inue of orphans against the harshness 

of a baby farm keeper. Her role of 

“Mama Mollie” affords Miss Pickford 

excellent scope to disport in rollicking, 

hoydenish fashion. The part is just 

such a one as the public likes her to 

play. 

Doug’s Opinion of “Sparrows” 

Not only does Mary here find the 

perfect role for her talents, but the 

tenseness and thrills of this swampland 

drama and the support of an unusual 

cast, including Gustav von Seyffertitz, 

Roy Stewart, Mary Louise Miller, Spec 

O’Donnell, Monty O’Grady and other 

familiar faces, have earned for the pic¬ 

ture itself the plaudits of Doug Fair¬ 

banks, who has publicly expressed his 

judgment. 

“Even without Miss Pickford it would 

still be' a great picture,” said Doug. 

Mary Aided by Veterans 

“Sparrows,” the present title of the 

film, supplanted the earlier title “Scraps,” 

after Joseph M. Schenck and Douglas 

Fairbanks had viewed the working print 

and acclaimed the picture’s greatness. 

This change was made in spite of thou¬ 

sand’s of dollars expended in advertis¬ 

ing “Scraps” as the picture’s name. The 

title “Sparrows,” is derived from those 

passages in the gospel of Luke to the 

effect that even the lowly, inconsequen¬ 

tial sparrow is not lost sight of in the 

eyes of God, any more than are the 

foundlings under Mary’s wing. 

Among the hectic adventures of 

these youngsters on the baby farm with 

a veritable Scrooge of a tyrant 'is much 

that suggests Dickens in certain charac¬ 

ters. Through all the comedy and heart 

interest in the treacherous swamp scenes, 

with live alligators a foot from tiny 

legs, stalks the implacable “Grimes.” 

This role played by Gustav von Seyffer- 

!itz, is as sharply drawn a Dickens por¬ 

trait as ever appeared outside the 

“Christmas Carols.” Charlotte Mineau, 

who plays his half-witted wife, might 

have stepped from out “Gre^t Expecta¬ 

tions.” 

The Bible,—and Dickens, Too 

Conscious of the sure-handed guidance 

of “Little Annie Rooney” to success and 

public approval, Mary Pickford care¬ 

fully marshalled her production forces 

from the ranks of established experts. 

Thus, “Sparrows” is adapted from an 

original story by Winifred Dunn; and 

C. Gardner Sullivan, famous scenario 

writer, who has been building his repu¬ 

tation since the days of “store shows,” 

wrote the “Sparrows” scenario. 

William Beaudine, director of “Spar¬ 

rows” and its predecessor, “Little Annie 

Rooney,” was a property boy at Bio¬ 

graph when Mary Pickford went to 

work there at $5 a day. In the diffi¬ 

cult work of directing three year olds 

and in catching the merged spirit of 

drama and comic relief of “Sparrows,” 

Beaudine’s capabilities were found in¬ 

valuable by Mary. His direction has 

contributed materially to advance en¬ 

comiums that have everywhere greeted 

Mary’s latest effort. The collaborators 

were Earl Browne, Carl Harbaugh and 

the well known newspaper cartoonist, 

Tom McNamara. George Marion, Jr., 

titled “Sparrows” and Charles Rosher 

supervised photography. 

“Sparrows” is a United Artists re¬ 

lease. The Pickford film will be shown 

at the Blank Theatre for the entire 

week, commencing with a gala per¬ 

formance Sunday. 

CHOOSE YOUR NAME 
FOR MARY PICKFORD 

Famous Little Picture Star Has 

A Wide List Of Names The 

World Over. 

Mary Pickford, who comes to. 
in her newest United Artists Corporation 
release, “Sparrows” is one American 
whose name appears in newspapers and 
magazines in every language the world 
over. 

Mary, “The World’s Sweetheart,” 
has many aliases as a result. 

In France she is known as La Bel'le 
Pickford. In Italy it is Mary Pickford 
In Sweden, Marie Pickford. Other 
countries have their own names. 

Even at Hollywood Miss Pickford 
has two names. At her studio, with 
members of her company and staff, 
she is always called Miss Pickford. 

At her home in Pickfair, where she 
is mistress of the house, she is ad¬ 
dressed as Mrs. Fairbanks, or by the 
house staff as Mme. Fairbanks. 

So Mary might be known as “the girl 
with many names.” 



For Use Ahecu^of the Run of the Picture. 
Steel And Concrete Cells Protect Negatives Of 

Mary PickforcPs And Douglas Fairbanks’ 

Screen Successes—Automatic In Action 

And Heat Turns On Water. 

Advance Stories for 
Newspapers 

“SPARROWS” CALLED 
MARY^ GREATEST 

Famous Star Seen As Impish 

Hoyden And Tender “Little 

Mother” In New Film. 

Mary Pickford, who has made a score 
of screen masterpieces and bought plea¬ 
sure to millions, has just completed a 
picture which is said by many critics to 
be the best of her career. 

The picture is “Sparrows”, a United 
Artists Corporation release, and it comes 
to the . theatre on 4. 

The role of Mama Mollie offers to 
Mary Pickford a splendid opportunity. 
At times she is an impish, mischievous 
little hoyden, and yet again the tender 
mother heart yearning over the sor¬ 
rows of the babies and comforting 
them with stolen dreams and magic 
kisses. 

There is no fine raiment for “The 
World’s Sweetheart” in this picture,.no 
gorgeous costumes nor fairy princes. 
Quainter than Annie Rooney, sweeter 
than ever, until the very end of the 
picture, she is tattered and torn, bare¬ 
legged, ragged, but radiant. 

There is not a dull moment in the 
story, and the picture is brimming with 
comedy. It has punch and thrills and 
suspense—everything a successful pic¬ 
ture needs, and in addition it has the 
one and only Mary Pickford. 

FUN AND DRAMA IN 
MARY PICKFORD FILM 

“Sparrows” Bids Fair To 

Achieve Splendid Popularity 

Of “Little Annie Rooney.” 

Following closely on the heels of 
the popular “Little Annie' Rooney,” 
Mary Pickford’s newest photoplay 
“Sparrows” coming soon to the. 
under a United Artists Corporation 
release, bids fair to duplicate “Little 
Annie’s” success. Dt is brimful of 
comedy and human interest that is 
bound to please those fans who did not 
care for “Our Mary” in pretentious 
costume dramas. 

“Sparrows” is the story of a baby 
farm, harboring nine wistful scraps of 
humanity who are at the mercy of a 
flinty-'hearted old villain and bis half- 
crazed wife. The children range in 
age from mete babies to “Mama 
Mol'lie,” a girl of twelve, whose heart 
yearns over the unfortunate little waifs. 

This role offers Mary Pickford one 
of the most sympathetic of her career, 
for it gives her an opportunity to be all 
of her most charming selves. She is 
adorable as the impish little hoyden, 
amusing the children by her merry 
pranks, and equally appealing as the 
tender little mother. In rags and tat¬ 
ters “The World’s Sweetheart” is ir¬ 
resistible and she forsakes them only 
briefly ait the end of the picture where 
everything ends happily, of course. 

Bictorially the picture is one of the 

most effective Miss Pickford has ever 
done. The action takes place on an 
island farm in a southern swamp. 
There, in the midst of moss hung trees, 
in the shadows of an old colonial 
house gone to decay, a story of rare 
dramatic interest and human appeal is 
unfolded. 

There are thrills aplenty in the pic¬ 
ture. An encounter with live alligators 
during the stirring escape of. Mama 
Mol'lie and her little band across the 
treacherous swamp forms one of the 
most exciting sequences. Humor and 
melodrama intermingle convincingly in 
“Sparrows” making with Mary, a com¬ 
bination to intrigue the interest of the 
most jaded picture fan. 

MARY PICKFORD’S NEW 
FILM HER GREATEST 

“Sparrows^’ Again Presents 

Famous Star In Rollicking 

Juvenile Role. 

Rollicking Mary Pickford is back 
again! 

The famous little star, whose screen 
masterpieces have delighted millions 
throughout the world, has produced an¬ 
other great picture—which has been 
called her greatest—and it is coming 
to . 

Mary’s newest picture is “Sparrows”. 
It deals with ,the adventures of a band 

. of youngsters on a baby farm. While 
there is a little message in the picture, 
as there is in all good pictures, “Spar¬ 
rows” first of all is entertainment and 
the sort of entertainment that Mary 
Pickford fans like. 

Mary is cast as “Mama Mollie,” the 
little girl who mothers the forlorn 
children on the baby farm. She pilots 
them through many adventures provid¬ 
ing much laughter, many thrills and 
not a few tears. 

That is Miss Pickford’s unfailing 
recipe for an evening’s entertainment 
and in “Sparrows” she is said to have 
one of the best pictures she has ever 
made. 

The locale of “Sparrows” is in a 
swamp country of a southern state. 
Here on an island farm the little scraps 
of humanity are kept by a cruel keeper 
and his wife. How they finally over¬ 
come the obstacles placed in their path 
and find their way to a happier life 
makes up a story as thrilling and as 
interesting as can be imagined. 

Plenty of comedy lightens the more 
drab sequences and there is action from 
the opening scenes to the final fade 
out. 

Cast as the ragged little girl, “Mollie” 
Miss Pickford finds a role that is ideal 
for her talents. She manages the' tots 
with a skilled hand, and outwits the 
cruel keeper who thinks more of his 
pigs than the little children. 

Miss Pickford is supported by a 
splendid cast including1 one of the most 
remarkable bands of little children ever 
assembled in a picture. 

“Sparrows” is a United Artists Corp¬ 
oration release. 

Not all the precious wealth of Hol¬ 

lywood is draped about the necks of 

feminine stars, hauled in armored bank 

cars or tucked away in bank safes and 

safety deposit vaults. 

Reinforced steel and concrete cells, 

built on the various motion picture lots 

of Hollywood, hold tin cans containing 

millions of dollars worth of celluloid 

strips—otherwise known as motion pic¬ 
ture negative. 

There are ten of these cells or vaults 

on the Pickford-Fairbanks lot. They 

are in two rows, the steel doors facing 

each other, just a few feet from Doug¬ 

las Fairbanks’ dressing rooms. Each 

vault is ten feet square and eight feet 

high, built of concrete a foot thick and 

protected by double steel doors, with 

combination and key locks on each. 

An elaborate overhead sprinkling sys¬ 

tem guards against fire. If the temper¬ 

ature in the vaults should reach 170 

degrees, the overhead pipes spill forth 

great quantities of water, the air vents 

are automatically closed and an alarm 

is sounded—all without the touch of 

human hand. And the water would not 

injure a foot of negative, for each roll 

is packed in oiled paper in a tin box 

which is sealed with waterproof tape. 

These ten vaults on the Pickford- 

Fairbanks lot contain about ten million 

feet of negative, including most of 

MARY PICKFORD HAS 
TIME CLOCK HABIT 

Famous Screen Star Punches 

Studio Work Recorder As 

Any Other Person. 

Mary Pickford is a producer of pic¬ 

tures as well as an actress. She owns 

her studio and has her own producing 

company, yet she punched a time card 

all during the filming of “Sparrows” 

her new United Artists Corporation 

release which comes to ., 

just the same as every laborer on the 

lot. 

Furthermore, Misp Pickford’s time 

cards showed that she spent more actual 

time on the lot during the making of 

the picture, than anyone else. 

She usually arrived between 7:30 and 

8 in the morning, in order to make up 

and don her costume so shooting could 

start at 8:30. Usually it was 8 in the 

evening before she left for home. 

Miss Pickford’s time cards read: 

MARY GLADYS PICKFORD 

Principal child role in “Sparrows” 

Fairbanks’ pictures and every single one 

of Miss Pickford’s since she was in 

piotures, with the exception of eleven 

pictures made while she was with Fam¬ 

ous Players. 

Even the early Biograph pictures in 

which Miss Pickford appeared when 

she was an extra, playing at $5 a day, 

are included, for Miss Pickford bought 

up the negatives after she became a star. 

Her earliest efforts in “The New 

York Hat,” “Beasts at Bay,” “An Ar¬ 

cadian Maid” and others costing but 

a few hundred dollars and made with 

the crude technical effects of that day, 

are alongside “Dorothy Vernon of Had- 

don Hall” which alone cost a fortune, 

and “Rosita,” “Little Annie Rooney,” 

and “Sparrows,” her latest picture. 

The negative cost of these four pic¬ 

tures probably runs high in the millions, 

and these precious negatives are all that 

the company has to show for the money 

expended. If they were destroyed, no 

more prints could be made. 

That is the reason for the double 

steel doors, the overhead sprinkling sys¬ 

tem and an elaborate watch system day 

and night. 

MARY PICKFORD NOW 
A BANK DIRECTOR 

And Special Watchman Watches 

His Step Before Ushering 

Ragamuffins Out. 

The grizzled old watchman in the 

Federal Trust and Savings Bank, Hol¬ 

lywood, Calif., is watching his step 

these days. He is very courteous to 

every ragged little child who wanders 

into the bank. 

He takes good care to ascertain who 

they are before he escorts them to the 

■ big brass doors. 

The reason for this caution lies in 

the fact that Mary Pickford, coming to 

.. in her newest photoplay 

“Sparrows,” United Artists Corporation 

release, was recently elected a director 

in the bank. She is now one of the 

few women bank directors in America, 

and the watchman never knows when 

she might come to a directors’ meeting 

in costume. 

As Miss Pickford usually wears the 

clothes of a little girl, and a ragged 

little girl at that, in her pictures, the 

watchman is playing safe and taking 

no chances. 



Exceptional^ Special^ Feature^ Stories, 

MARY PICKFORD TALKS FACTORS OF SUCCESS 
OF CHILDREN IN MOVIES FOR SCREEN WRITING 

Pretty Women Dislike Mirrors 

By Grace Gray 

Says Hollywood Studio Young¬ 

sters Actually Are Safe¬ 

guarded More Than In 

The Home. 

Winifred Dunn Tells How She 

Wrote “Sparrows” Story 

For Mary Pickford. 

By Winifred Dunn 

“The lovelier one is the less often her glance seeks a mirror.” 
So says an ancient philosopher who probably knew Mary Pickford 

in some previous incarnation. 

For certainly with her marvelous golden curls and radiant smile, 
none is lovelier than the “World’s Sweetheart.” 

By Mary Pickford 

A widespread belief seems to prevail 
tthat the atmosphere of the motion pic¬ 
ture world is an unhealthy one for 
children. 

We are all familiar with the old 
philosophy that perhaps environment 
means more than heredity, and with 
this I am prone to agree but I must, 
nevertheless, take issue with those who 
maintain that the studio is an evil in¬ 
fluence. 

At the studio children are safe¬ 
guarded more than would be possible 
or practicable in the average home, for 
their mental and physical well-being are 
both looked after by experts. We keep 
a physician and a nurse on the “lot” 

We maintain a school under the di¬ 
rection of experienced teachers and 
their work is not allowed to interfere 
with their educational progress. It. is 
interesting to note in this connection 
that during the filming of my latest 
picture, “Sparrows,” all the eight chil¬ 
dren of school age who worked with 
me in the cast “skipped a grade.” 

Contrary to general opinion, I don’t 
feel that “movie children” are pathetic 
examples. Everything possible is done 
for their welfare. They are under the 
watchful eyes of their mothers more 
than children usually are for the mother 
of every, child is present at all times 
on the set, and hs a consequence most 
of those I have known have been charm¬ 
ing, well-mannered and far above the 
average in intelligence. 

FIELD KITCHEN ON 
MARY PICKFORD LOT 

From It Hot Cocoa Was Fed 

To Youngsters Playing In 

“Sparrows,” New Film. 

During the filming of “Sparrows,” 

Mary Pickford’s newest picture now 

at .. the Pickford lot 

boasted a soup kitchen or rather a cocoa 

dispensary. 

It was Miss Pickford’s idea and was 

established for the comfort of the 

children who were in the cast. The 

kitchen was a helter-skelter sort of 

affair, shielded from the cool breezes 

of sunny California by means of heavy 

canvas. Not at all artistic but it served 

its purpose well. 

The nine small youngsters in the 

picture were called upon to spend 

hours in the cold waters of the swamp 

for days at a time. So to counteract 

the bad effects of chill and exposure 

Miss Pickford halted production several 
times a day long enough to permit the 
children to have a drink of hot cocoa 
and get thoroughly warmed at the big 
charcoal stoves that glowed invitingly. 
The wetter the child the more cocoa 
he got so a keen rivalry developed 
which made the cold water easy to bear 
and greatly helped the realism of the 
picture. 

(Miss Dunn has been recog¬ 

nized as one of the leading sce¬ 

narists in filmdom. She is one of 

the youngest scenarists in the 

industry, and yet, notwithstand¬ 

ing this she has a tong list of 

successes to her credit. She made 

the adaptation of “Little Annie 

Rooney” and wrote the original 

story, “Sparrows,” Mary Pick¬ 

ford’s latest production.) 

Clear characterization is of the great¬ 

est importance in writing for the screen. 

It is essential to the producer, the di¬ 

rector and the aator to join with the 

film author in the appreciation of this 

importance and to work together to 

make these characterizations vital. 

Only thus will the finished film carry 

the convincingness of story and the 

humanness of personality, which are es¬ 

sential not merely to artistic excellence, 

but also to box office success. 

The first' responsibility rests, of 

course, with the scenarist. He has 

lived with his characters for weeks, or 

perhaps months, during the process of 

adaptation or the writing of the orig¬ 

inal story and’then during the work of 

preparing the continuity. He knows 

these people—his is the first contact, 

the first viewpoint on them. He con¬ 

ceived them as living, breathing persons, 

just as they will be considered later, 

by the audience, when the film is 

screened. 

After the scenarist has developed his 

characters in dear cut fashion, the sec¬ 

ond responsibility falls to the director. 

It is absolutely necessary that he get 

the same reaction to the characters that 
the author has had in order to develop 
their personalities pictorially. 

The third determining factor in re¬ 
gard to clear characterization is the ac- 
tor. It is necessary for him to study 
the characterization so thoroughly that 
his own personal emotional reactions 
will become entirely submerged in those 
of the character. Sometimes his is 
a conscious process, sometimes it is un- 
:onscious; but in any event it must be 
actually achieved or the picture will 
fail. 

“Sparrows.” Mary Pickford’s latest 
dory was written expressly for this 
particular star, and the leading role pos¬ 
sesses many of Miss Pickford’s physi¬ 
cal and spiritual characteristics. The 
dramatic menace of the story comes 
from a trio of characters, expressive of 
the fact that evil knows no age and 
revealed in the personages of a cruel 
man, a sullen woman and a brutal boy. 
The hero, in sharp contrast to these, is 
a man of great tenderness and strength. 

In “Sparrows,” the directors, the stars 
and the supporting players collaborated 
with me at all times to work out clear- 
cut characterizations which would, carry 
on he story convincingly and make he 
movie audience feel that it was looking 
at the lives of real human beings. 

Even in the ragged costume of “Sparrows,” her latest picture, with 
smudged face and tousled head she is beautiful, but, nevertheless, I can 
attest that she has almost a distaste for mirrors. Except in her boudoir 
or dressing rooms where there are, to be sure, plenty of them set in 
the strongest and most unflattering lights, the tiny star will not tolerate 
their presence. Neither at her Beverly Hills home nor yet again at her 
bungalow dressing room on the Pickford-Fairbanks movie lot are 
mirrors used for decorative effect. 

“Stray mirrors make me self conscious,” says Miss Pickford. “It 
embarrasses me to catch a glimpse of myself unexpectedly and then, too, 
I think it destroys poise, for unconsciously one begins to adjust hat or 
hair or reach for a powder puff. There are times when a woman should 
look long and earnestly into them, of course,” she continued, “but that 
should be in the privacy of her boudoir and under the most revealing 
and unflattering conditions.” 

Surprisingly, a quaint old chap, who owns a mirror shop in Holly¬ 
wood and who is also something of a philosopher, maintains that Mary 
Pickford’s attitude is typical of the pretty woman. It is the ugly 
woman, he says, who glances into each mirror she passes constantly 
trying to reassure herself that things are not so bad as they seem. 

The truly lovely one passes them by unseeing, content in the knowledge 

that all is well with her world. 

I wonder! But at any rate it might be an interesting experiment 

to watch your acquaintances and test out the theory. 

Mary and Doug Won Fame and Wealth by 

Hard, Consistent and Continuous Clean 

Work—Miss Pickford’s “Sparrows” 

Her Latest 

By W. G. Sibley 

No names in Hollywood stand higher than those of Maty Pickford and 

Douglas Fairbanks. 

Both have won admiration, fame and wealth in moving pictures, not as 

a result of chance or fortunate circumstances, but by natural gifts plus 

hard, consistent, continuous and clean work. 

Both occupy premier positions in a great industry in which vast sums 

are invested, and are in more public favor, perhaps, than any two movie 

stars in the world. 

Their work is wholesome and clean, and the fact that it has brought 

them larger financial rewards, and has delighted more people the world 

over than the productions of'any other pair in their profession, is not with¬ 

out significance and suggestion to other talented artists and producers who 

have chosen to work on a lower plane. 

This is written after three hours with Mary Pickford and Douglas 

Fairbanks at their work in Hollywood. He was a pirate bold in his new 

screen play, “The Black Pirate,” his costume all that it should be in historic 

harmony with the period of the play. 

Mary was a fourteen-year-old girl in “Sparrows,” her yellow hair 

hanging in two long, thick braids down her back, and in a tattered gown 

with her elbow showing through a hole in her sleeve, and her girlish leg» 

brown and bare to the knees. 

Their personal greetings had the warmth of their cordial natures, their 

handclasps were firm and friendly, their voices soft and musical. Neither 

required any explanation of their remarkable popularity on the screen. The 

appeal of Mary is both womanly and childlike. Her fine eyes, set wide 

apart, are sincere and steady, her manner dignified and demure, her con¬ 

versation is without a vestige of frivolity or affectation. 

Real, regular people, both Mary and Doug. 

Of their personal hospitality and its more intimate revelations of the 

character of the pair, nothing properly can be said publicly, further than 

that those favored by a seat at their table are fortunate, and cannot fail 

to understand why they compel the love and respect of all with whom they 

come in contact. 



Real Feature Stories by Feature Writers 
Wire-Haired Terrier Has Chief Place In Heart 

Of Creator Of “Sparrows,” And Other 

Sensationally Successful Photoplays- 

And “Zorro” Adores “The World’s 

Sweetheart.” 

By Grace Gray 

ALLIGATORS FAIL AS 
PLEASANTJJOVIE PETS 

Seven of Them Figure in Swamp 

Scene in Mary Pickford’s 

New Film, “Sparrows.” 

Wading around in sticky mud, with 
seven temperamental alligators snapping 
at your heels is no fun. 

Mary Pickford and the members of 
her company and staff can testify to 
this, for they had to do it. During the 
filming of “Sparrows” now at ..., 
scenes were made in a bog where alli¬ 
gators imperiled Miss Pickford and 
nine little children, making their escape 
from a baby farm through the swamp. 

Real alligators, rented from an alli¬ 
gator farm, were used. The sticky 
bottom of the bog made quick moving 
almost impossible, and both the children 
and the workmen had to keep their 
eyes on the beasts at all times, to- fore¬ 
stall a sudden move on their part. 

One alligator made a lunge at H. F. 
Carney, one of the cameramen. Carney 
was unable to move his big hip boots 
out of the mire, so he slid out of them 
and dashed for shore in his stocking 
feet. The boots were a total loss. 

She wants to walk down the streets, 
hanging on the arm of the man she 
loves and idle in front of shop windows, 
talking over the things she sees; she 
wants to drop in at a movie or see a 
show and stroll out with the crowd loi¬ 
tering at will; she wants to go shopping 
when she feels like it, stop at the count¬ 
ers and look over the bargains; she 
wants to drop in- on her neighbors and 
have her neighbors drop in to see her; 
she wants in fact, the simple everyday 
things that are a matter of course to 
most women. 

She has never had these things and 
Mary Pickford wants them poignantly. 

Here is a young woman in the prime 
of life positively starving for the sim¬ 
ple routines that most women accept 
as a matter of course. 

It is impossible for her to show her¬ 
self on the streets of her own Holly¬ 
wood without being literally followed 
about by crowds; she cannot go to a 
theatre without slipping in after the 
house is dark and hiding herself in a 
box; she cannot walk in peace, travel in 
peace nor do anything outside the gates 
of her home and studio. She is a pris¬ 
oner in a sense that few people realize. 

In order that this be better under- 
' stood, we must go back to the earlier 
Mary Pickford, the starry-eyed, little 
girl five years old dragged by the hand 
of fate from childhood games she was 
beginning to love. 

At this tender age she made her first 
appearance on the stage in Toronto, 
Canada, her birthplace. The stage has 
never been her choice. It has simply 
been the thing for which she seemed 
best fitted, and through all the years 
that followed she stuck grimly to her 
work because of the necessity. 

Fortunately, for her, a fine, old- 
fashioned mother surrounded her with 

500 TREES DRAPED 
IN MOSSJOR MOVIE 

Typical Louisiana Swamp Scene 

In Mary Pickford’s New 

Film, “Sparrows.” 

Five hundred trees festooned with 
Spanish moss form the background of 
a Southern swamp built on the Pick- 
ford-Fairbanks lot for Mary Pickford’s 
latest production “Sparrows” now 
showing at . 

Two carload's of moss were imported 
from New Orleans to drape these trees 
and it took an army of men working 
a solid week to complete their decora¬ 
tion. Each bough was hung with it and 
as some of the trees were nearly a hun¬ 
dred feet in height it took considerable 
maneuvering to accomplish the artistic 
effect that was necessary. In a brief 
time men were forced to achieve by 
hand the result that Nature spent a 
century in obtaining. . 

After days of the weary task under 
the discerning eye of Harry Oliver, art 
director, who had his own ideas as to 
the placing of each particular strand of 
the moss, one of the staff was heard to 
announce he’d lost his taste for art. 

love, gave her the sympathetic guid¬ 
ance of true • understanding and thus 
preserved her native wholesomeness. 
The nature of her work prevented her 
having what her heart craved. In her 
own words: 

“I greatly missed the play days of my 
childhood and the opportunity for really 
giving away to a spirit of gay abandon 
that only children reach. That is one 
reason why I get such pleasure play¬ 
ing child roles; they give me the chance 
to play that I was denied when I was 
a little girl.” 

As she grew up and success crowned 
her, there still was no chance for her 
to play as others of her age were able 
to do. Just as in her earlier years she 
had sacrificed childhood to necessity, 
she now was beginning to sacrifice her 
natural deisire for a simple, normal 
round of life. 

And so we come to the Mary Pick¬ 
ford of today. Few people realize how 
far into the tiny corners of the world 
this girl’s popularity reaches. Her mail 
is laden with letters in every language. 
She is the only woman in pictures who 
is socially honored by the real royalties 
of Europe. When she is traveling, peo¬ 
ple at every station crowd the plat¬ 
forms for a chance glimpse of her. And 
with all of this she is just a charming, 
wistful young woman, happy in the 
love of a devoted husband, but still 
missing the things her less famous 
neighbors accept as a matter of course. 

You may wonder from this if she 
is happy with her lot. The answer is 
yes. But even the reason for her being 
happy in spite of missing the things 
she craves is in itself a simple thing: 
her work makes others happy. Therein 
lies her compensation. She has learned 
that service to others is the one coin 
that pays all the debts we owe our 
hearts. 

“Love me, love my dog”—meaning 
“Zorro,” a ragged little wire-haired ter¬ 
rier is truly the philosophy of Mary 
Pickford whose newest picture, “Spar¬ 
rows,” a United Artists Corporation re¬ 
lease is coming soon to..... 

For everywhere that Mary goes Zor¬ 
ro is sure to go. He is her constant 
companion, inseparable from his beloved 
mistress for even an instant and abso¬ 
lutely and entirely a “one-man” dog. 
To Douglas Fairbanks he accords a 
modicum of affection, a gentle tolera¬ 
tion, but his entire dog heart is re¬ 
served for “The World’s Sweetheart.” 

On the Pickford lot there is none so 
privileged -as “Zorro.” The sunniest 
spots are his, the most luscious tidbits, 
no place is barred to him, no cushion to 
gorgeous, nor chair too elegant. 

Though highly bred, “Zorro” is no 
beauty. He has a fatal penchant for 
becoming bedraggled and disreputable, 
yet for all his disregard for grooming 
he is conscious of the high honor that 
is his. 

He is indeed a snob. Daily he stalks 
the lot pridefully unconscious that he 
has ever seen any of the staff before. 
No one takes liberties with him. No 
one lays a hand upon him. Friendli¬ 
ness is not his gift but rather love— 
and that for only one person, who is his 
entire world and to whom he offers his 
complete devotion. Though he is small, 
he is mighty and there is none who dares 
dispute with him the responsibility of 
the “World’s Sweetheart.” 

On Mary’s and Doug’s trip to Europe, 
he went with them—a beloved nuisance. 

Throughout, all his travels he maintained 
the same air of disdain. French, Eng¬ 
lish, Spanish—or what not, in all the 
world there is but one Mary Pickford 
and only at sight of her did his loyal 
heart quicken. 

But “Zorro” often has grave cause 
for jealousy, for Mary loves all ani¬ 
mals and cannot resist bestowing a lov¬ 
ing pat on any dog’s head as she passes 
by, much to “Zorro’s” disgust. And to 
his consternation there are other pets' 
on the Pickford lot. A gorgeous St. 
Bernard, “Robin,” is the pride of Doug¬ 
las’ heart and his huge bulk, combined 
with that of “Rooney,” a clumsy air- 
dale pup, often makes impassable the 
corridors leading to the business offices 
and gives the caller real reason for 
pause. 

Miss Pickford’s love of pets is not 
confined exclusively to dogs but em¬ 
braces every living thing. At her dress¬ 
ing room bungalow she has an out-of- 
door aviary filled with tiny songsters 
of rare beauty, each tame enough to eat 
from her lips and to break into glorious 
song at the sight of her. Then, too, 
there is gorgeous Joe, a macaw, bril¬ 
liant of plumage, housed in a mansion 
with nothing to do all day but to de¬ 
vour sun flower seeds, preen itself and 
call softly “Pretty Mary.” 

True, she has many loves even be¬ 
sides these—a lamb, a group of baby 
chicks, but the greatest of these is “Zor¬ 
ro.” And never is she too weary or too 
engrossed to drop a loving hand on the 
tangled head of the little fellow whose 
eyes bespeak adoration and a love that 
passes human understanding. 

Mary Pickford, the Well-Known Banker, Speaks 

On Thrift 

Editor’s note: Mary Pickford, the famous star and producer, has 

recently been elected the director of a Hollywood bank. Being one of 

the few women bank directors in the world her ideas on thrift will no 

doubt be interesting. They are given below to readers of. 

By MARY PICKFORD 

Thrift was inborn in me. I do not think it possible ever to develop or 

cultivate thrift to the extent I have it. 

I have always saved a part of my salary, no matter how small, and 

still do. My early training made it possible for me to resist buying every 

expensive thing I saw, even after I had the money to buy it. 

My grandmother, who was quite a philosopher, used to say that a very 

small hole in the bottom of a sugar sack would soon dissipate its contents. 

I never forgot this. 

As I used to be thrifty with my pennies, I am so wjth my dollars today. 

Not because I think I have to be, but because I want to retain my sense of 

appreciation. 

Just as I preferred to control my appetite for candy as a girl in my 

teens, so I later learned to resist buying every costly chinchilla evening 

wrap I saw. 

Of course, thrift can be carried, too far, and too much is almost as bad 

as not any. 

There is nothing mysterious about thrift. I think almost anyone can 

save ten cents, when they earn a dollar. This, with the satisfaction that it 

brings to one who saves reasonably, is the simple explanation of a word 

that is often made to sound difficult and mysterious. 

With Beauty, Wealth and Fame Mary Pickford 
Still Longs for the Simple Things of Life 

By Julian Arthur 

(This is not the report of an 
interview but the impressions of 
many weeks spent at her studio, 
during which time I had not one 
but several talks with her. I saw 
her at work, strained, worried, 
gay, busy and idle.) 
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GEN. DAWES FOUND 
PEACE ONMOVIE LOT 

Vice-President Liked Confusion 

Of Noise And Action In Mary 

Pickford Production Work. 

Gen. Dawes, Vice-President, likes 
pep and action and something1 doing all 
the time. 

That’s why he was perfectly at home 
on the Mary Pickford lot one day while 
the famous star was making “Sparrows” 
the United Artists Corporation release 
which comes to ... 

Gen. Dawes, accompanied by Mrs. 
Dawes and their daughter, was on a 
tour of the west. They were guests of 
Miss Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks 
at their studio. 

The General Walked past a lot of 
“Pirates” who were whooping things 
up on the “Spanish Main,” and into 
the swamp were Miss Pickford was 
working on “Sparrows”. 

Here in a jungle of stagnant water 
and moss-covered trees, with din and 
confusion and shouting on all sides, 
the General sank into a canvas chair 
and declared it the most peaceful spot 
he had seen on his entire trip. 

DIPLOMAT NEEDED TO 
PICKFILM BABY 

Great Difficulty Choosing Pretty 

Infant For Role In Mary 

Pickford’s “Sparrows.” 

Since the beginning of time, every 
mother has thought her baby the 
prettiest in the world. 

This was brought home forcibly to 
Emile de Ruelle, of the Mary Pickford 
studio, during the making of “Spar¬ 
rows”, Mary’s new picture coming to 
t he . 

A pretty baby was needed for the 
picture and a call went out. In came 
the babies, and after looking at about 
200 they all .looked alike to de Ruelle. 
However, each mother insisted that 
HER baby was the prettiest and most 
clever. 

There were fat and thin babies, those 
with hair and without, babies with teeth 
and babies with none. 

“I would rather cast forty pictures 
with grown ups than- pick out one baby,” 
said de Ruelle, throwing up his hands. 

So a committee of impartial bachel¬ 
ors was called in and they chose Mary 
Louise Miller, who played the little 
kidnapped child. 

Mary justified their judgment. She 
is not only beautiful but a superb actor 
for her nineteen months. There are 
scenes when she almost “steals the 
picture.” 

SHORTS 
Mary Pickford spent many days in a 

swamp, immersed in cold water up to 
her waist and carrying children almost 
as heavy as herself while “Sparrows,” 
her newest picture, was being made. 
She won the everlasting respect of every 
man on the set by her gameness. 

Nine children who played with Mary 
Pickford in “Sparrows,” her newest 
picture, were put on salary weeks be¬ 
fore the picture started so they could 
play about the studio and get accus¬ 
tomed to their new surroundings—and 
incidentally toughen their feet, for .none 
of them wear shoes in the picture. 

MARY PICKFORD CUTS 
NEW MOVIE TRAILS 

That’s Why Her “Sparrows,” 
Full Of Comedy And Action, 

Is Different. 

Friday night is “fight night” in Hol¬ 
lywood, when Movielamd turns out to 
see the boxing matches. Standing in 
front of the Legion Stadium one night 
not long ago were five men prominent 
in pictures. One was a producer. An¬ 
other a director. A third a scenario 
writer and two were actors. 

All wore the same cut suits, the same 
yellow shoes, the same soft hat with 
fancy band. They typified Movieland. 
Many more, dressed in similar fashion, 
were passing into the big pavilion. 

The similarity of clothing is a sign¬ 
post of Hollywood. It extends into the 
studio management and to a large ex¬ 
tent into the pictures produced—this 
similarity or uniformness. 

The producers are constantly fighting 
to get away from it. Mary Pickford 
is one of them. Miss Pickford never 
tries to do what is in vogue at the time^ 
She never does a certain type of story 
because it seems “the thing” to do. 

Mary Pickford picks her screen 
vehicles as carefully as a jnan picks his 
first automobile. First the story must 
be clean and wholesome, entertaining 
and suited to her talents. It must be 
interesting to old and young alike, li 
it fills these requirements and is what 
is known as good “screen material” she 
is very likely to accept it. And it is 
not at all necessary that this type of 
story may seem in style at the present. 

“Sparrows,” Miss Pickford’s great 
epic of the Southern swamps, which 
comes to- . is a story to¬ 
tally different from any of her pre¬ 
vious vehicles. Yet it combines laughs 
and tears, thrills and suspense, and it 
iis m'igbty fine entertainment. 

It deal's with the adventures of a 
little band of children on a baby farm. 
Miss Pickford, of course, is the leader 
of the band and the thrilling experi¬ 
ences they meet make up a story that 
holds interest to the end. 

Comedy is a predominating feature, 
too, and Miss Pickford never appeared 
to better advantage than as the self- 
sacrificing “Mama Mollie” of “Spar¬ 
rows.” 

ALMOST A “ZOO”IN 
MARY PICKFORD FILM 

“Sparrows,” Shows All Kinds 
Of Menagerie Inhabitants— 

Unusual Scenic Beauty. 

The Mary Pickford lot was teem¬ 
ing with animal life during the making 
of “Sparrows,” Miss Pickford’s newest 
United Artists Corporation release, 
which comes to._ 

The story is laid in the swamps of 
the south. Alligators play an impor¬ 
tant role in the picture. Farm horses, 
cows, pigs and chickens were housed on 
the" boggy “f'arm” on which the pic¬ 
ture was made. 

Dogs, birds, turtles, tadpoles, fish and 
other animals are aides to “atmoshpere” 
of the picture. 

Hundreds of wild birds swarmed in 
the trees overhead, and the typical buz¬ 
zards of the south were unconscious 
actors in the drama. 

From a scenic standpoint alone 
“Sparrows” is said to be one of the 
finest pictures yet produced. The at¬ 
mosphere of the swamp land lent itself 
to some remarkable photographic effects. 

NINE CHILD STARS IN 
MARY PICKFORD MOVIE 

Remarkable Juveniles Chosen 

From 500 And Everyone 

Made Good In “Sparrows.” 

Nine of the most remarkable child 
actors in pictures are seen in Mary 
Pickford’s “Sparrows,” the United 
Artists Corporation picture which comes 
to..... 

The young stars were chosen from 
almost 500 children, who responded to 
a call from Miss Pickford before the 
picture was started. They were chosen 
because of their wistful, sad faces, for 
all are supposed to be onphans or 
abandoned children on a baby farm. 

Everyone proved to be a real “troup¬ 
er”—a willing and capable worker be¬ 
fore the camera. They got great fun 
out of their work, and were faithful 
and attentive, responding willingly to 
direction at all times. 

Their wardrobe did not contain a 
single article of children’s wearing ap¬ 
parel.- The .clothes they wore in the 
picture were the cast-off clothing of 
grown-ups, gleaned from second-hand 
stores in Los Angeles. The children 
were outfitted by Tom McNamara, 
well known artist who draws children’s 
comics, and who aided in the direction 
o>f the picture. 

Baby Muriel McCormac, well known 
child star, is one of the group. Billy 
Butts is another. Monty O’Grady 
proved to be a “find” and will be heard 
from in the future. Others in the cast 
are Billy “Red” Jones, Jack Lavine, 
Mary McLane, Florence Rogan, Cam- 
milla Johnson, Seessel Anne Johnson, 
Sylvia Bernard and Mary Louise Mil¬ 
ler. The latter two are but babies. 

“VETERANS” IN MOVIES 
MEET FORFIRST TIME 

Mary Pickford And C. Gardner 

Sullivan Work Together In 

Former’s “Sparrows.” 

Back in the days when the first “store 

shows” were opened in (your city) and 

the Biograph Girl was becoming fam¬ 

ous, a young New York newspaperman 

saw an advertisement offering $50 for 

moving picture scenarios. He wrote a 

scenario one night, sold it the next day 

for the $50, and the newspaper world 

lost a good copy editor. 

The young man was C. Gardner Sul¬ 
livan, probably the most famous scen¬ 
ario writer today. Since that time the 
Biograph Girl has become the most 
famous woman in the world—Mary 
Pickford, of course. 

Both Miss Pickford and Mr. Sulli¬ 
van found fame in pictures, yet they 
never met until recently. Miss Pick¬ 
ford sent for Sullivan and commis¬ 
sioned him to write the scenario for 
“Sparrows” in which she comes to 

“I was pleased to meet Miss Pick¬ 
ford, and still more pleased to work 
with her,” Sullivan said. “She is be¬ 
yond doubt the most wonderful person 
in pictures, and I am sorry not to have 
been associated with her before. 

“In ‘Sparrows’ she has one of her 
greatest vehicles, one with the atmo¬ 
sphere of Dickens, and the opportunity 
for quaint humor and touching pathos 
that only Miss Pickford can give to 
the screen.” 

WHISTLING TABOO ON 
MARY PICKFORD “LOT” 

Just One Of The Pet Supersti¬ 

tions Of Famous Cinema 

Star Who Admits It 

Willingly. 

All the world is superstitious but 
few, indeed, are willing to admit it. 
Even Mary Pickford, whose latest pro¬ 
duction “Sparrows” a United Artists 
Corporation release is now at . 
has a pet little superstition of her own. 

She owns to a shrinking belief that 
it is unlucky to whistle on the set or 
in the dressing room—especially in the 
latter. Misis Pickford is singularly 
sensible and clear-headed, but she just 
doesn’t like whistling. 

Even the workmen observe the un¬ 
written rule and though gaiety and song 
are encouraged, the lilt of whistle was 
never heard on the Pickford-Fairbanks 
lot until Douglas Fairbanks started his 
new color picture, “The Black Pirate.” 

As the script called for a parrot, a 
gaudy bird was imported and now all 
day long, he whistles shrilly to the de¬ 
spair of the dogs, Robin, Rooney and 
Zorro, and also of the little star her¬ 
self whose blood shivers and runs a 
bit cold at the sound and who longed for 
the day when he could be and was 
banished. 

NO TRAINING ROUTINE 
FOR MARY PICKFORD 

“Work Keeps Me Thin,” And I 

Don’t Have To Diet,” Says 

Cinema Star. 

Mary Pickford’s picture work keeps 

her in training. The petite star whose 

newest United Artists Corporation re¬ 

lease “Sparrows” comes to the. 

has no need of setting the exercises, 

rolling on the floor or other means of 

keeping in trim. 

During the making of “Sparrows” 
Miss Pickford was at the studio from 
early morning until late at night each 
day. She worked harder than anyone 
on the set, while the picture was in 
production. 

In one sequence she ran up and down 
a ladder, in her bare feet, carrying a 
baby that weighed thirty pounds. Sev¬ 
eral hours of this provided enough ex¬ 
ercise for anyone in a single day. 

At another point in the story she 
boosted a boy that weighed eighty 
pounds up the ladder. 

In her escape across the swamp she 
carried the same baby that she trans¬ 
ported up and down the ladder, making 
her way through muck and mud, often 
knee deep, with this burden on her 
shoulders. 

“I have no difficulty in keeping thin,” 
Miss Pickford explained. “I do not 
have to diet nor take special exercises. 
A daily routine of work before the 
camera, followed by a steam bath, and 
I’m in no need of any special exercises. 

“But it’s fun, and I enjoy every 
minute of it.” 

Flanigan, the skinny horse that got 
so fat in “Little Annie Rooney” he 
worked himself out of a job, was put to 
work hauling a plow before Mary Pick¬ 
ford started her latest picture “Spar¬ 
rows.” Flanigan worked off the sur¬ 
plus flesh and was given a part as a 
skinny horse in “Sparrows.” 



MARY PICKFORD HAS 
A STRENUOUS WEEK 

The Kind of Stories Newspapers Want 
Noted Writer thinks Famous Cinema Star A1 

ways Costumed So She “Looks As If She Were 

SEES MOVIE PROGRESS 
FROM INSIDE INDUSTRY 

Struggles Through Deep Swamp 
Mud With 30-Pound Baby 

On Her Back. 

Dressed To Mind Her Own Business.” 

By Grace Gray 

Mary Pickford, Famous Cinema 
Star, .Gives Views On 
Future Development. 

According to Corra Harris, the well known writer, Mary Pickford, 
whose newest picture, “Sparrows,” a United Artists Corporation release, is 
coming soon to.. is the best dressed woman in 
Hollywood, for as Mrs. Harris whimsically adds, “she always looks as if 
she were dressed to mind her own business.” 

Clothes do not particularly intrigue the fancy of “Our Mary,” I found 
upon attempting to interview her concerning the latest fashions. 

Simplicity is the keynote of her liking. Extremes of style never tempt 
her as she feels that usually they bespeak errors of taste. A skirt too short 
or too long, a gown too narrow or too wide are equally inartistic from her 
point of view. If a style is ugly she will have none of it. The present vogue 
for masculinity does not appeal to her in the least—and thank heaven for 
that! She much prefers soft fabrics and charming accessories. Daintiness 
is her outstanding characteristic. Girlishness her type. To the details of 
her costume she pays exquisite attention. Her bag, her handkerchief, her 
hose and such, always give the final perfect touch. 

Mary loves the quiet colors, choosing most often those pastel in tone. 
She is charming in all white and equally charming in soft sage green or 
misty blues. Thrice fortunate Mary—there are no colors she’ has to avoid! 
Lingerie frocks and garden hats make her a picture of loveliness that is 
unforgettable. And speaking of hats, the tiny felt in vogue at present has 
found a staunch ally in her. These she owns in a variety of colors but the 
most attractive of all is blue. With it crushed adorably over her mass of 
golden curls she is completely irresistible. 

Mary Pickford has little clothes consciousness. Probably less than 
any star in the film world. She received Vice President and Mrs. Dawes at 
luncheon on the occasion of a visit to the Pickford lot, clad in the rags 
and tatters of Molly, her role in her most recent production, “Sparrows,” 
and on which she was working at the time. She was bare-legged and her 
lovely hair hung in braids bound with shoe strings. There were suspicious 
carbon smudges on her face reminiscent of soot but she was as well poised 
as if her’s were the conventional costume and quite captivated both Mr. 
Dawes and his wife. 

The “World’s Sweetheart” might be the arbiter of fashions if she but 
chose, but such a role does not interest her. However, her perfect taste, 
despite the unobtrusiveness of her apparel, makes her loom large by con¬ 
trast midst the garish crowd of Hollywood. 

Mary Pickford experienced the most 
strenuous week of her entire picture 
career while making “Sparrows” the 
United Artist Corporation picture now 
at ... 

For days she was buried deep in a 
swamp, working in mud up to her 
knees, climbing trees with a baby weigh¬ 
ing thirty pounds on her back, and 
lifting heavy children over treacherous 
bogs. 

During all this time Misis Pickford 
was carrying one third of her own 
weight t»n her back. Many times she 
fell into the swamp with the baby on 
her back and had to be rescued by 
workmen. 

The scenes were taken during chilly 
weather, and with rain falling part of 
the time. After each scene it was neces¬ 
sary to wrap Miss Pickford and the 
nine children in blankets and carry 
them to a steam room ready to “thaw” 
them out. Dry clothing was then don¬ 
ned and they hurried back to their 
work, before the light had gone. 

An infected foot, which followed an 
injury to the member, did not deter 
Miss Pickford who gamely completed 
the picture. Probably few women in 
films would have attempted such a 
picture. 

“I’ll soon have muscles as hard as 
those of Douglas Fairbanks,” said Miss 
Pickford when the last difficult scene 
had been made. 

MARY PICKFORD NEVER 
“TRAINS;’ OR DIETS 

“My Work Keeps Me Fit,” Says 
Famous Screen Star And 

Producer Of “Sparrows.” 

How does Mary Pickford keep in 
“fighting trim?” 

How does she exercise, and does she 
ever diet? 

The answer is “No”. She doesn’t 
have to. The petite star who comes 
to . in her newest United 
Artists Corporation release, “Sparrows” 
is often asked how she “trains”, and 
what she does to keep fit. 

Miss Pickford swims a great deal, 
and enjoys it, but she does not do it to 
keep fit. Her work keeps her in trim 
She works so hard in pictures that she 
does not have to worry about surplus 
flesh. 

Miss Pickford usually weighs1 around 
ninety-eight pounds. She does not vary 
two pounds from that weight at any 
time. Even while making “Sparrows”, 
when she was packing a baby on her 
back for days and working in sticky 
mud in a bog, she did not lose weight. 

“My work keeps me in trim,” Miss 
Pickford said. “I have never had to 
resort to systematic exercise or dieting 
to keep thin. 

“Even when I am away from Holly¬ 
wood for a long time it is no problem 
for then I am traveling with Douglas 
Fairbanks, my husband, and that’s when 
I really lose weight for it’s hard work.” 

On their last European trip Miss 
Pickford found herself losing weight 
for the first time, and the journey was 
curtailed because of it. 

But ordinarily she tips the beam at 
nirtety-eight pounds, and she eats what 
and when she pleases without a thought 
of calories. 

THRILLING CHASE IN 
MARY PICKFORD FILM 

Spectacular Water Scenes In 

“Sparrows” Made Audiences 

Gasp For Breath. 

Spectacular water scenes, where a 

police boat chases a small motor launch 

firing shots with a one-pounder, fea¬ 

ture Mary Pickford’s new picture, 

“Sparrows” which is now showing at 

These scenes we|re made at San 
Pedro, California, after night. Miss 
Pickford, with nine little children, was 
on the motor launch. The police boat 
is in pursuit. The police believe the 
boat is driven by a band of criminals 
and they open fire when the launch 
continues to speed ahead. 

One shot crashed through the cabin 
of the launch. . Others land nearby in 
the water. The most careful plans 
were made to prevent injury to Miss 
Pickford and the little children, but 
the scenes are thrilling and provide one 
of the many big moments of the picture. 

“Sparrows” is a melodramatic story 
of the children on a baby farm. They 
are'“mothered” by a girl of twelve they 
know as “Mama Mollie.” Miss Pick¬ 
ford, of course, is seen in this role, 
which is one of the best she has ever 
portrayed. 

Patrons of the ......theatre 
who have seen “Sparrows” are unani¬ 
mous in their praise of the petite star 
and her capable company, and have 
voted “Sparrows” one of the best vehi¬ 
cles she has ever made. 

LOCATION WORK IS 
HARDESTTOR MARY 

Crowds Swarm Around To See 
Famous Screen Star And 

Interfere With Work. 

The hardest work Mary Pickford 
does is “going on location” with her 
motion picture company. The reason 
is because the curious public swarms 
about and just won’t let Mary work. 

During the making of “Sparrows” 
Miss Pickford’s United Artists Cor¬ 
poration release now at.a 
great deal of location work was done. 
Many of the swamp sequences were 
taken in a real swamp, and here the 
difficulty of a curious public was solved. 

But when Miss Pickford went to 
Pasadena where she worked on the 
grounds of a beautiful estate, and to 
San Pedro, where the boat sequences 
were made, slow progress was recorded. 

All of the Pickford equipment, such 
is lights, cameras, etc., bears the name 
‘Mary Pickford Co.” This instantly 
ittracts attention, and the crowds fol¬ 
low. 

Making pictures in such circumstances 
is difficult, but Miss Pickford’s eternal 

••?ood nature helps a lot, and the scenes 
ire finally made, somehow. 

Because Spanish moss, used to drape 
the trees on the swamp built for Mary 
Pickford’s new picture “Sparrows” 
burns, easily, no smoking was permitted 
‘n tlhe set while the picture was being 
made. Smokers were compelled to cross 
a bridge onto a little isolated island, 
known as the “smoking room” before 
they could enjoy the fragrant weed. 

Moving pictures will improve as the 
result of the efforts of those now in the 
industry, and not those on the outside 
who come in. 

This is the assertion of Mary Pick¬ 
ford, petite star in “Sparrows,” which 
is now playing at . 

In a discussion of the trend of af¬ 
fairs and the benefits to mankind in 
the last quarter of a century, Miss 
Pickford told of the influence of mo¬ 
tion pictures and other agencies. 

“It would seem to me,” Miss Pick¬ 
ford said, “that mankind has benefited 
most in the last twenty-five years 
through increased education and appre¬ 
ciation (which is education.) 

“This is the result of modern inven¬ 
tions, new means of rapid travel and 
speedy interchange of news and ideas. 

“The fast train, automobile and air¬ 
planes have all played their parts in 
bringing about a new mode of life. 
The newspaper, radio, phonograph and 
the moving picture are* all contributing 
their quota to this benefit. 

“Naturally, the working class has 
profited most of all, for they have 
gained many comforts and pleasures. 

“Whether the motion picture will 
show the same progress in the next 
twenty-five years that it has in the 
last quarter of a century still is prob¬ 
lematical. Unquestionably, we are be¬ 
coming more stabilized. We have also 
lacked writers and inspiration, to a 
great extent. 

“I believe this will be developed, but 
it will be from within the industry and 
not from without. The property boys, 
film cutters, and extras of today will 
be our actors, writers and directors to¬ 
morrow. it is up to the youth of our 
industry, how much we progress. 

“I do not believe we are going to 
advance through the efforts of those 
who have attained fame in other lines, 
coming into the industry from now on. 

“Yet it will continue to be a mighty 
business, and an influential factor in the 
life of the world.” 

MARY’S AGILITY WAS 
TESTEDJN ONE LEAP 

Daring Leap Down Flight Of 
Stairs A Scene In “Sparrows,” 

Her New Movie. 

Did you ever try running across a 
slick hardwood floor in your bare feet, 
leaping down a flight of slippery stairs 
and landing upright at the bottom? 

It’s not so easy as it might seem. 
Mary Pickford learned this in one of 
the scenes in “Sparrows” her United 
Artists Corporation release coming to 

Miss Pickford, clad in a ragged dress, 
a-policeman’s coat, and without shoes 
or stockings, dashes into a big man¬ 
sion, eludes the butler, runs across the 
slippery floor and jumps down the 
stairs, three steps at a time. 

Although the scene was made over 
and over, Miss Pickford did not once 
lose her balance, and the members of 
her company fairly held their breath 
every time she made the flying leap. 

“Sparrows” is a drama of the South, 
the story of a group of unfortunate 
children on a baby farm. It is an ideal 
vehicle for Miss Pickford, and there 

' are laughs and thrills galore. 



Special Features Good for the Woman s Page 

Lady Mary Goes A-Shopping Two of Mary Pickford’s Personal Recipes 

By Grace Gray 

Mary Pickford gets the same thrill 

out of a shopping tour as Milady Shop¬ 

per of (name your city). 

When in New York her tours of the 

shops are usually really processions, 

for crowds often follow iher until she 

has to give up in despair and return to 

her hotel. 

In Los Angeles many shoppers stop 

to shake her by the hand and speak to 

her, but she is never followed by 

crowds. 

Miss Pickford has her favorite stores, 

and her favorite salespeople whom she 

usually asks for when entering a de¬ 

partment. 

She also has her favorite luncheon 

places. One is a soda fountain in a 

confectionery store on the edge of the 

business district in Los Angeles. Al¬ 

though there is^ large dining room in 

connection, Miss Pickford and her sec¬ 

retary take stools at the soda fountain 

and order lunch from the boy who 

officiates there. Needless to say, the 

day is an entire success for that boy, 

whenever Miss Pickford shops. 

Downtown traffic cops in Los Angeles 

know Miss Pickford’s car, and salute 

her gravely as she passes by. Every 

floor manager in the city recognizes 

her at a distance, and needless to say, 

she gets the most wonderful service 

from the moment she steps inside the 

door until she leaves. 

Often Miss Pickford shops in the 

cheaper stores, especially when buying 

costumes for pictures in which she 

plays a ragged little girl. Then she 

wears a very simple little disguise, so 

that she is not recognized. She does 

this so that she can obtain “atmosphere” 

for her pictures. If she were known, 

the people she meets would be ill at 

ease, and would “step out of character” 

as a result. 

One day while buying girls’ dresses 

n the basement of a store in the cheaper 

section, Miss Pickford noticed a mother 

and her baby. She bought the baby 

a toy, took the woman’s address and 

gave them both work in her new pic¬ 

ture, “Sparrows.” 

Her shopping tours are always an 

adventure, but those she enjoys the most 

are just before Christmas or husband 

Douglas Fairbanks’ birthday. 

Mary Pickford—An Impression at Close 

Quarters 

By Grace Gray 

Mary Pickford must have been the most adorable child in the world. 

In fact after having seen her in the flesh, I am convinced that she is 

still the most adorable child in the world. The lovely little girl she was, 

still lives in her eyes and in her heart but most of all in her heart. This is the 

secret of her rare ability to portray to our utmost satisfaction the joys and 

sorrows of childhood. The spirit of youth surrounds her personality like 

faint perfume. 

Mary tried to bury the little girl in gorgeous costumes and under an 

assumed personality, but the shroud would not hold such loveliness. It was 

only a little girl making believe and Alary, when I visited her during the 

making of “Sparrows,” her latest production, confided to me that she was 

glad to return to the roles of childhood. And the marvelous reception of 

her “Little Annie Rooney” proved that her public were happy to have their 

little girl back again. 

Mary has but scant need for makeup for any of her roles. She is even 

tinier than I had imagined her—but four feet eleven inches in height and 

weighs five pounds less than a hundred. In fact I could scarcely credit my 

eyes, so perfectly did she fit into the group of youngsters working with her 

in the “Sparrows” cast. 

But rather than her stature her eyes arrested my attention. One look 

into their clear hazel depths, candid as those of a child and starry with ex¬ 

pectation brings back a faith in fairies and the goodness of the world. 

People marvel at Mary’s ability to play childish roles, but I think I 

have discovered her secret. Like “Peter Pan” she will never grow up. The 

fairies must have blessed her at birth for they gave her the most precious of 

all precious gifts—imagination. She lives in a beautiful land of make-believe 

where she permits no ugly or sordid thought to enter. She is sweet in a way 

far beyond mere saccharine sweetness with a naturalness and unaffectation 

that neither fame nor position have been able to vanquish. 

Mary does not counterfeit the ways of a child. She IS that child to her 

very soul and it is her soul that shines through all her work—a soul that 

expresses a child’s beautiful faith, a child’s hope and a child’s love. 

So long as she holds this soul of a child, Our Mary can never grow 

old, but like the fabled Narcissus, may gaze forever into the mirrored pool 

and kiss the beautiful reflection of her own constant youth. 

“The World’s Sweetheart” loves 

sweets. She likes all sorts of good 

things to eat, of course, but best of all 

she likes sweets. And she is among 

the fortunate few who can indulge in 

them without counting calories. 

The dessert, Mary Pickford thinks is 

the best part of a meal, and so she 

feels that it should be especially at¬ 

tractive and delicious. Walnut cream 

sauce and lemon pie are two of her 

favorites and here are the recipes for 

them so that you may serve them in 

your home just as they are served in 

the Pickford-Fairbanks household. 

Walnut Cream Sauce 

1 tablespoon butter 
1 cup brown sugar 

cup cream, 
Yi cup chopped walnuts 
Cook all together for five minutes 
Use as sauce to improve any sort 
of dessert. 

Radio Lemon Pie 
Grated rind of one lemon 
3 tablespoons lemon juice 
1 cup sugar 
2 tablespoons butter 
Yl cup cream 
4 eggs 

Put butter, lemon juice, sugar and 
cream to boil; add the well-beaten 
eggs; cook two minutes; fill baked 
crust, then put in oven to brown one 
minute. 

The Amazing Rise of Mary Pickford from Pov¬ 

erty to the Greatest Influence in Pictures 

The career of Mary Pickford, who 

comes to . in her latest 

United Artists Corporation release, 

“Sparrows,” reads like a fairy tale, 

xer stage experience began at the-age 

.f five, when she was a member of the 

Valentine Stock Company in Toronto, 

/here she was born. 

Three years later she went on the 

oad with “The Little Red Schoo 

Touse” company and at the age of nint 

was starred in “The Fatal Wedding.” 

Between the ages of nine and thirteen 

he played in many melodramas, and later 

originated the role of “Betty Warren” 

* .tieiasco’s “The Warrens of Vir- 

Inia.” 

Miss Pickford than began her film 

areer with the Biognaph Company 

nder David Wark Griffith. The third 

,r at the studio found her claying th< 

lead in a one-reel picture, “The Violin 

-icer of Cremona." She was with the 

dograph Company eighteen months, her 

rlary being raised from $40 a week to 

00 in that time. 

Next she was with the Independent 

lotion Picture Company, later return- 

lg to Biograph. Then came a season 

n the stage in “A Good Little Devil.’ 

burning to the screen her rise wa;- 

rapid. 

In 1915 she was vice president of the 

Mary Pickford Famous Players Com 

pany, her salary being raised frorr 

$1,000 a week to $2,000, plus a share 

in the profits. The following year the 

Mary Pickford Corporation was formed. 

Miss Pickford given her choice of 

stories, directors and cast, and a draw¬ 

ing account of $10,000 a week, plus a 

share of the profits. “In The Bishop’s 

Carriage,” “The Little Princess,” “Re¬ 

becca of Sunnybrook Farm,” and other 

famous stories were done at this time. 

In 1928 Miss Pickford entered into 

i contract with First National whereby 

she became an independent producer, 

and made for their release “Daddy Long 

Legs,” “The Hoodlum,” “and “Heart 
O’ the Hills.” 

Early in 1919 Miss Pickford became 

one of the organization known as the 

United Artists Corporation, which in¬ 

cluded Charles Chaplin, Douglas Fair¬ 

banks and D. W. Griffith. This organ¬ 

ization still distributes- her pictures. 

“Pollyanna” was her first release for 

United Artists, followed by Suds,” 

“The Love Light,” “Through the Back- 

Door, “Little Lord Fauntleroy,” “Tess 

of the Storm Country,” “Rosita,” “Dor¬ 

othy Vernon 'of Haddon Hall,” and- 

“Little Annie Rooney.” 

“Sparrows,” which comes to this city 

soon, is her latest photoplay.. 

The splendid acting of Mis3 Pick¬ 

ford, and the clean and wholesome stor¬ 

ies she brings to the screen have done 

much to lift the motion picture indus¬ 

try to its present high standard, and 

after her many fine contributions to the 

amusement loving public, Mary Pick¬ 

ford still remains at the pinnacle of her 
profession. 

The steam engine, which rolled to fires 

behind plunging horses, is still useful 

in Hollywood. Mary Pickford used one 

in “Sparrows,” her new picture. It 

was used to heat a pool in which Mary 

bathed a dozen youngsters. Steam was 

piped to take the chill off the water and 

the old engine provided the steam. 

Can a turtle swim? Not every turtle. 
Mary Pickford found that out while 
she was making “Sparrows,” her new 
picture. A turtle was tossed into the 
swamp waters for a “gag” or comedy 
situation. It sank at once. In it went 
again with the same result Finally 
it was discovered that the animal was 
a land turtle, as helpless in water as a 
canarv bird. 



Newsy Stories^ About People in the Pictpres 

MARY’S “VILLAIN” 
MARVELOUS ACTOR 

DOG ACTOR LIKES 
TO HEAR CAMERAS 

ACTRESS FINDS NEW 
WARDROBE USELESS 

FRECKLES Will HIM 
f.nVF.TF.n FILM ROLE 

When Mary Pickford decided to 
make “Sparrows” the United Artists 
Corporation release which comes to 
. she combed Holly¬ 
wood for a “villian who would 
be a different type from the “heavy” 
usually seen on the screen. 

The principal role in “Sparrows” out¬ 
side that of the star, is the keeper of 
the baby farm who loves pigs and hates 
children. After the keenest sort of 
competition, the coveted role was 
awarded Gustav von Seyffertitz. 

“Von” as he is called by his fellow 
players, is tall and angular with much 
the appearance of the late Woodrow 
Wilson when not made up. He per¬ 

forms a miraculous transition as he 
steps into the character of “Grimes” 
keeper of the baby farm. One leg 
stiffens, one shoulder is raised, and the 
lines of his face became set into a 
visage of menace and terror. 

Von .'-Seyffertlitz has 'been on the 
Pacific Coast only a short time, having 
worked in pictures in the east previ¬ 
ously. 

MARY PICKFORD AIDE 
NOTEDBROADCASTER 

William Beaudine, who directed Mary 
Pickford in “Sparrows”, her United 
Artists Corporation release which is 
now at . gets almost as 
much “fan” mail as do some stars. 

The reason for this is that Beaudine 
is a famous radio announcer. “B.B 
as he is known, has friends from coast 
to coast as the result of his ‘high jinx” 
Which he stages weekly from a big 
broadcasting station in Los Angeles. 

Beaudine gets many amusing letters 
from fans, and some that are quite 
pathetic. One from a banker thanked 
him for saving the banker’s life. He 
wrote that he had been given up by 
doctors, and had about given up hope 
himself when one of Beaudine’s pro¬ 
grams started. 

“I got out of the mood of dying right 
away,” he wrote. “I think that pro¬ 
gram saved my life.” 

Beaudine was a property boy at Bio¬ 
graph when Miss Pickford went to 
work in pictures at $5 a day. 

PICKFORD DIRECTOR 
GETS A_SILVER CUP 

William Beaudine, the famous young 
director who wielded the megaphone 
so successfully for Mary Pickford in 
“Little Annie Rooney” and also for her 
latest production “Sparrows” now at 
. is wearing “the smile that 
won’t come off”. 

The reason for the radiant grin that 
spreads over the countenance of “Billy” 
is to be found in a mammoth silver 
loving cup bearing the names of twenty- 
five former townsmen of Beaudine’s. 
The gift came all the way from The 
Bronx, New York, where Beaudine was 
born and raised and is in recognition 
of his rapid ascension in the picture 
world and his election to the presidency 
of the Motion Picture Directors As¬ 
sociation. 

The cup is inscribed with the legend: 
“To our esteemed fellow townsman, 
William Beaudine, in recognition of his 
success in his chosen field of endeavor.” 
The twenty-five names that follow are 
those of the director’s former play¬ 
mates and schoolday friends. 

One of the best natural actors in 
Hollywood is a beautiful Great Dane 
dog named Omar, owned by Norman 
Kerry. 

Omar has an important role in Mary 
Pickford’s “Sparrows” which comes to 
.. He was working on the 
swamp, built especially for the picture, 
for weeks and enjoyed every minute of 
it. 

Omar likes to hear the cameras grind, 
and is anxious to get out in front of 
them. He would be lying on the 
ground behind the cameras, apparently 
asleep. If Director William Beaudine 
shouted “camera” Omar would be on 
nis feet in an instant and straining at 
.he leash. 

Omar is friendly with every one but 
was kept muzzled on the set, except 
when actually working. His trainer 
explained this. 

“He’s supposed to be a ferocious dog 
in the picture, so we keep him muzzled 
for atmosphere,” he stated to inquirers. 

COMEDY ACTRESS 
BECOMES VILLAIN 

As “Mrs. Grimes,” a woman without 
a soul in Mary Pickford’s latest pro¬ 
duction “Sparrows” now at the....... 
theatre, Charlotte Mineau is playing 
her first serious role in some time. This 
well known character actress once 
reigned in comedy and was featured by 
various fun makers of fun films includ¬ 
ing Keystone, Sennett, Roach and 
others. 

At various times in her career Miss 
Mineau has played with a majority of 
the screen’s greatest comedians. At 
one time she was under contract with 
Charlie Chaplin and for several years 
she worked with Charlie Murray, Ford 
Sterling and the inimitable Ben Tur¬ 
bin. She has also been seen in Harry 
Langdon’s comedies. 

Though comedy heretofore would 
ieem to have been Miss Mineau’s forte, 
oer characterization of the difficult role 
she essays in “Sparrows” has undoubt¬ 
edly proved her versatility and estab¬ 
lished her as a dramatic actress of rare 
,ower. - 

MOVIE STAR HATES 
SELFJNJILM ROLE 

The meanest woman in the world has 
been found! She is none other than 
Mrs. Grimes, wife of the baby farm 
superintendent, who impersonated by 
Charlotte Mineau, well known character 
actress is appearing in Mary Pickford’s 
latest production “Sparrows” now at 

Miss Mineau makes the notorious 
female of Mary Pickford’s current 
screen offering a wicked woman indeed. 

Miss Mineau asserts that the char¬ 
acter she portrays is in fact so despic¬ 
able that she actually hated herself when 
she had finished her day’s work at the 
studio. After the filming of some of 
the more dramatic sequences where Miss 
Mineau had to act particularly hideously 
much consolation had to be offered by 
Miss Pickford and Director William 
Beaudine before the actress was able to 
return to normalcy. 

Prior to taking up dramatic work, 
Miss Mineau was a featured player in 
;creen comedies. For many years she 
worked under the Keystone and Sen¬ 
nett banners but lately has enjoyed free 
lancing. 

To have acquired a new wardrobe 
and then not to have been able to wear 
it until it was out of style waS the 
predicament in which Charlotte Mineau, 
appearing this week at the. 
in support of Mary Pickford in “Spar¬ 
rows” found herself. 

Miss Mineau who plays the role of 
the bedraggled wife of the swamp farm 
keeper is a very handsome woman and 
^very day it took her three hours suf¬ 
ficiently to devastate her beauty to 
appear in character. It took nearly as 
long to restore her normal appearance. 
As a result she finished so late and 
began so early during the filming of the 
picture that she had no time to wear 
any of the charming creations she- 
purchased in the first flush of en- 
husiasm at having an engagement with 

Miss Pickford. 

FILM STAR HAS A 
M0ST00ZY GRAVE 

Waiting at the dentist has nothing on 
waiting all day to be buried alive in 
;limy, oozy mud up to one’s ears, ac- 
:ording to Gustav von Seyffertitz who 
plays the role of villain in Mary Pick- 
tord’s newest production “Sparrows” 
oeing shown this week at the . 
This was but one of the unpleasant ex¬ 
periences von Seyffertitz had to under¬ 
go but he dreaded it more than any of 
:he others. All day long he paced the 
oank of the swamp watching the work¬ 
men dig him a miry grave. It had to 
)e soupy enough so that when he fell 
n his body would be slowly engulfed, 
while he struggled vainly to extricate 
limself. 

After hours of waiting, everything 
was in readiness but, alas, von Seyffer- 
:itz missed the hole prepared for his 
great length and succeeded only in 
foundering on the surface like a gigan- 
ic fish. Try as he might his feet re¬ 
fused to sink. So, though the day was 
cold and windy, poor Von 'had to be 
nosed off and do the scene again before 
an audience, whose sympathy was 
strangely cooled when they went to 
rescue him from his muddy prison for 
Von was as comfortable as a bug in a 
rug and in no hurry at all to be pulled 
out. - 

MOVIE BABY LIKES 
PAPOOSEJILM ROLE 

Indians knew a lot, according to little 
Mary Louise Miller, the adorable baby 
who is featured in “Sparrows” Mary 
Pickford’s latest release now jbeing 
shown at .. During the 
making of the picture, she discovered 
just how comfortable a papoose could 
really be. 

For many weeks she was carried 
around the Pickford lot on Miss Pick¬ 
ford’s back and she got so used to this 
novel position and so learned to enjoy 
the motion, that she was reluctant to 
return to civilization and a mere motor 
car. 

Everyone who saw the picture during 
production marveled at the composure 
of little Mary Louise while Miss Pick¬ 
ford climbed trees and waded through 
swamps or fought with alligators with 
her securely strapped in position. 

Not once did the baby cry nor object 
to anything that Miss Pickford was 
about to undertake. A few times, how¬ 
ever, a scene had to be retaken because 
the baby loved Mary a little too vehem¬ 
ently and kissed off spots of her make¬ 
up. 

“But You’ve Got To Have 

More,” Says Spec O’Donnell 

In Mary Pickford’s Picture. 

A talent for freckles got Spec O’Don¬ 
nell, the fourteen year old 'boy who made 
such a hit as “Abie” in Mary Pick¬ 
ford’s “Little Annie Rooney” his first 
job in the “movies.” 

However, he didn’t succeed because 
of them alone, but rather because he 
possessed rare talent and a marked 
genius for characterization. His por- 
crayal of the Jewish boy in “Little 
Anniie” was so remarkable that it earned 
'or him the chance to do an excellent 
juvenile heavy in Mary Pickford’s 
latest picture, “Sparrows” which will 
oe seen soon at the . 

Spec’s ability to change his appear¬ 
ance by make-up and the ease with 
which he depicts “heavies” has earned 
for him the title of the “Child Lon 
Chaney of the Screen.” Such is the 
lame bestowed on him by hardened 
critics who predict for him a future 
of astonishing brilliance. But, in the 
face of this. Spec remains unspoiled 
and has a quaint philosophy about break¬ 
ing into the movies. 

“I want to advise boys who want to 
ae movie stars,” says Spec, “that if 
you have freckles, and nothing else, 
stay away from Hollywood. If you 
have freckles and talent, I’d advise 
you to take a chance. If you have lots 
of ability, even i,f you haven’t freckles, 
you ought to make good.” 

“But don’t get the idea that freckles 
done will make you a great movie star 
md get you big money in Hollywood. 
3ecause Hollywood is full of freckle- 
aced kids from all over the country 
vho should have stayed home.” 

From his eminence of experience and 
iis fourteen years, Spec is some phil- 
nsopher. 

MARY PRESIDES AT 
CHILDJTAR FEAST 

Miss Pickford Gives Birthday 

Party To Two Youngsters In 

Her “Sparrows” Film. 

There probably isn’t a boy or' girl in 
the world who wouldn’t give almost 
anything to see. Mary Pickford pre¬ 
siding at the head of the table on their 
birthday. 

That was the good fortune of Baby 
Muriel MaCormac and Billy Butts, 
Child picture stars who appear with 
Miss Pickford in “Sparrows” her latest 
United Artists Corporation release com¬ 
ing to. 

Muriel and Billy have the same birth¬ 
day. Muriel was seven and Billy six 
one day while “Sparrows” was in pro¬ 
duction. They had to work hard part 
of the day and go to school the rest, so 
there was no time for a party during 
working hours. 

At lunch time, however, a table was 
spread on the lawn at the Pickford 
studio. Two huge cakes were there— 
and Mis-s Pickford cut them both. 
Presents were piled high everywhere, 
and good things to eat were there in 
plenty. 

Miss Pickford gave Muriel and Billy 
gold pencils, with their names engraved 
on them, and a silver pencil to all the 
other children in the picture. 

It was a gala birthday party, one 
Muriel and Billy will never forget. 



SPECIAL STORIES 

From The South American Jungles, He Calmly 

Surveyed The Swamp Scenes In “Sparrows,” 

Star’s Newest Photoplay, Ever Keeping 

An Eye On Zorro, The Dog 

(Suggested Sunday Feature) 

By George H. Thomas 

Technical Men Make Movie History in Prepara¬ 

tion For Miss Pickford’s New Screen 

Triumph, “Sparrows,” A Beautiful 

Mixture Of Comedy And Melodrama 

(Suggested for Sunday advance feature) 

From the jungle wastes of a strange 
land came Joe. He is a native of South 
America. In the dim recesses of his 
moss-covered trees, far from civiliza¬ 
tion, jazz and movies, Rolls Royces and 
radios are unknown. 

But Joe came to Hollywood—modern 
and blase Hollywood. All day long he 
sits in the heart of Movieland—in fact 
right in the throne room of the Queen 
of this strange land of make believe. 

Joe is Mary Pickford’s macaw, given 
to her by her mother. As gorgeous as 
the most lavish movie set ever designed 
are Joe’s feathers of green and blue and 
yellow. And as wise as Solomon he 
appears, there on his perch in Mary’s 
bungalow or in the huge cage on the 
studio lawn. 
. For several years Joe has cast his 
weather eye over the multitudinous ac¬ 
tivities of the busy Pickford-Fairbanks 
studio. Prior to that he was an hon¬ 
ored guest at l?ickfair, in the Beverly 
Hills. 

Joe has seen the huge towers of Robin 
Hood rise—'and fall. He beheld Dor¬ 
othy Vernon ride her spirited charger 
down the steep steps of Haddon Hall. 
Rosita danced her sweetest for him. 
The magic carpet of The Thief of Bag¬ 
dad fairly brushed his feathers as it 
swept past. And Little Annie Rooney 
was wooed by her sweetheart, another 
Joe, just around the corner. 

Joe’s eyes behold sights that many 
would give a fortune to see. His home 
is inside the studio gates where scores 
of the curious, denied admittance, peak 
with curiosity, where the rubber-neck 
wagons pause while they spieler impres¬ 
sively : 

“The studio of Mary Pickfcrd and 
Douglas Fairbanks.” 

Yet Joe is the same carefree bird 
that arrived from South America soon 
after the war. He is no more or less 
blase, sociable or egotistical after a col¬ 
lege course in higher movie mathematics. 

A movie studio is a place of eternal 
activity and din and confusion. It is 
about as quiet and restful as a news¬ 
paper city room on election night, or 
the stock exchange during a drive on 
stocks. 

On the Pickford-Fairbanks lot this 
activity centers about Miss Pickford’s 
English bungalow. It’s the beehive ^ 
the Queen bee, and here Joe holds fcrth. 
Picture makers, who are sunnosed to t> 
essentially artistic, are denied the quiet 
and repose usually accorded others wm 
do creative work. This is true even in 
the case of famous stars, and Mary 
Pickford is no exception to the ruV. 

No one knows this better than Joe, 
but Joe never tells the secrets he knows. 
He merely looks wise and perhaps shouts 
“Git” to Zorro, Mary’s dog. 

Perhaps Mary is working on “Spar¬ 
rows” her latest story. She is in the 
beautiful living room of her bungalow, 
surrounded by her staff and scenario 
writers. Everyone is trying to concen¬ 
trate on a rather stubborn situation, 
hard to analyze and to meet, but in the 
meantime— 

There is a business conference in the 
dining room a few feet away with 
much talking and confusion. 

A heavy fleet of material trucks are 
thundering up and down the driveway 
raising clouds of dust. 

Workmen are pounding on the con¬ 
struction of a new set, nearby. 

Two hundred wild “Pirates” working 
in Douglas Fairbanks’ picture, are 
whooping it up on a set close at hand, 
music is playing and men are madly 
shouting through megaphones. 

An amateur track meet is in progress 
on the lawn, the shouts of the contest¬ 
ants coming in through the open win¬ 
dows. There is always athletic activity 
about this lot. 

In an office adjoinine Miss Pickford’s 
secretary is waiting with a stack of cor¬ 
respondence. The wardrobe mistress 
would like to submit a few samples. 
The studio manager has some prob¬ 
lems that are waiting. Two or three 
important visitors are waiting for a con¬ 
ference. 

And so, ‘ in this "maelstrom of sounds 
the conference continues, for the com¬ 
pany is waiting and shooting must be 
resumed in an hour. 

When the picture reaches the screen 
the audience will say: 

“That’s a great story. It shows care¬ 
ful attention to detail, and much thought, 
preparation and concentration.” 

But Jde, the macaw, sits calmly on 
his perch in the midst of the din, his 
thoughts probably reverting to the 
wastes of the jungle birthplace he left 
so long ago. 

He merely cocks an eye over the 
while outfit and shouts to the dog Zorro: 

“Git! Git!! Git!!” 

MOVIE BABY SOON 
BECOMES STUDIO PET 

Infant In Mary Pickford’* 

“Sparrow” Soon Wins 

Hearts Of All In New 

Photoplay. 

“The movies” have been the ruina- 
ion of yet another person if the re- 
narks of little Mary Louise Miller’s 
arents can be believed. Mary Louise 

is the adorable baby appearing this 
week with Mary Pickford in her latest 
ihotoplay “Sparrows” which is being 
hown at . 

Though a veteran “trouper” until she 
became the pet of the Pickford lot. 
Mary Louise was an unusually good 
baby and demanded but little attention. 

According to William Beaudine, who 
directed the picture, although Mary 
Louise is but eighteen months old, she 
.s one of the cleverest babies he has 
ever directed. 

She laughs to order, cries to order 
and has an uncanny sense for dramatic 
effects, without ever sacrificing one 
vhit of her charming “babyness.” Con¬ 
sequently it was not strange that every 
member of the production crew vied 
for the honor, of nursemaiding her and 
'.o there was * small wonder that Mary 
Louise learned to wield a royal scepter 
ind exact tribute. 

Her loyal subjects refused to admit 
that she was in the least spoiled but if 
rumors be true—the end of the picture 
saw parental discipline loom menac¬ 
ingly. 

The Pickford-Fairbanks studio in 
Hollywood, famous as the birthplace of 
a dozen screen masterpieces and a “lot” 
where real film pioneering is done, has 
again produced a picture that will make 
screen history in more ways than one. 

The picture is Mary Pickford’s 
“Sparrows” made for United Artists 
Corporation release, which comes to 

“Sparrows” is the story of a baby 
farm in the swamp country. The low¬ 
lands of the South offer an opportunity 
for magnificent photigraphy and start¬ 
ling scenic effects. The Pickford tech¬ 
nical staff took the fullest advantage of 
this, and as a result “Sparrows” is going 
to be one of the most discussed pic¬ 
tures of the season. This is not alone 
because of its gripping story, irresisti¬ 
ble comedy and marvelous dramatic se¬ 
quences, but also because of the sheer 
beauty of the sets, the lighting effects 
and the locations portrayed on the 
screen. 

Add to these the talent of Mary Pick- 
ford in child roles, and the work of as 
clever a bunch of children as ever 

CHILD STARS LIKE 
GOINGJJN LOCATION 

Mary Pickford Hates It, But 
Youngsters In Her Company 

Enjoy It Hugely. 

“Location” spells grief to Mary 
Pickford, cinema star, who dreads the 
ordeal because of the curious crowds 
who manage to discover her presence 
as if by magic and who in their eager- 
nness to see their favorite often em¬ 
barrass the shy little star. 

But to the children who work with 
ler in the picture, it means a glorious 
icnic for there are boxes of delicious 
unch and, of course, no school to 
other with on that day. Then, too, 
here is usually a long ride in big com- 
ortable busses and finally, thrilled 
rowds of onlookers to make of it a 
tala affair. 

During the filming of “Sparrows” 
dary Pickford’s latest photoplay show- 
ng at the . this week, little 
Camilla Johnson and Florence Rogan 

hwo of the youthful members of the 
cast wished that more of the picture 
might be filmed on “location.” A beau¬ 
tiful home in Pasadena was borrowed 
for a few days’ shooting and on the 
second day the two little girls were 
thrilled to be entertained at luncheon at 
one of the exclusive Oak Knoll homes 
by a new found friend. Each treasures 
a quaint little imported doll as a sou¬ 
venir of the occasion. 

MOVIE ACTOR IS 
350 YEARS OF AGE 

He should be able to remember the 

signing of the Declaration of Indepen¬ 

dence well, and no doubt was on speak¬ 

ing terms with Ben Franklin, another 

philospher well known during Bill’s 

young manhood. 

The silent actor hopes to remain in 

"d in a single picture, and “Spar¬ 
rows” offers much promise to the¬ 
atregoers. 

Technically, “Sparrows” presented 
problems seldom faced by motion pic¬ 
ture producers, but Miss Pickford was 
not at all dismayed at the prospect. 

First of all, an entire swamp had to 
)e built on the Pickford lot For more 
-easons than one it was impossible to 
-ake certain scenes with small chil¬ 

dren in a real swamp at an isolated 
spot. 

the swamp that was constructed 
overs four acres and is exactly true 
o nature, even to the animal life in 
he waters and trees. Thousands of 
’ollars were spent in converting a level 
ot, only a stone’s throw away from 
'^nta Mnn’ca Boulevard, into a boggy 

waste, teeming with frogs, turtles, fish, 
-oilywogs and alligators. 

Next, farm buildings were erected 
on a small island in the swamp. These 
were built of new lumber and aged by 
a special process, until they appear to 
be a century old. 

CHILD FILM STAR 
DUCKSMOVIE KISS 

Tut Monty O’Grady Was Not 

So Bashful With Mary Pick¬ 

ford’s Offered Salute. 

Monty O’Grady is one of the ragged 
little children seen with Mary Pickford 
in “Sparrows”, her newest United Ar¬ 
tists Corporation release, coming to 

Except for small parts in a few 
comedies, Monty had not played much 
in pictures prior to being chosen for 
the “Sparrows” cast. But he proved to 
be a remarkable little actor, and his part 
was made more important as the story 
progressed, as a result. 

At the close of the picture Moniy 
appears in his rags, while all the 
other children are dressed up. But he 
was rewarded just the same. When he 
entered the scene Miss Pickford took 
him in her arms and gave him a hearty 
smack on the cheek. 

Monty rehearsed the scene with a 
little girl who was also a member of 
the company. When it came to the 
smack episode, he ducked his head and 
blushed. 

But when the picture was taken 
Monty did not duck his head for Miss 

Pickford. He took the “smack” with 
evident enjoyment,—and who can blame 
the little tad? 

pictures for at least 500 years more, and 
expects to see great progress in the in¬ 
dustry in that time. 

There is an actor in Mary Pickford’s 
“Sparrows,” now at . who 
is 350 years old. His name is Bill, and 
he’s one of the alligators shown in the 
swamp sequences. Bill is old enough to 
have played extra in the studios at St. 
Augustine, Florida, late in the fifteenth 
century, if there had been rtudios there 
then. 



SPECIAL STORIES 
-m- T 

Like a Fairy Godmother, the World’s Sweetheart 
Offered Wealth and a Home Like a Royal 

Palace. But the Poor Hollywood Tailor 
and His Wife Shook Their Heads 

Note to Exhibitors: There are a number of stills among the 

black and white photographs, obtainable at your exchange, that 

any live-wire editor would willingly use for a layout in connec¬ 

tion with this special story. 

BABY MARY LOUISE MILLER is just two years old and she lives in 
Hollywood, home of the movies. She has spent two-thirds of her short life in 
front of cruel Kleig lights in the studios and much of the remaining time 
playing on the concrete floor of her father’s humble clothes pressing estab¬ 
lishment. 

Baby Mary, is still playing on the cold concrete floor, when she might be 
traveling in state through Europe with Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks. 
The love her father and mother held for their only child and the realization of 
Miss Pickford that she should not insist on adopting a child so tenderly cared 
for by her own parents, alone prevented Mary Louise Miller from becoming 
Mary Louise Pickford. 

Baby Mary, happy with her few toys, does aot know what she missed. 
Mary Pickford does. It was one of the disappointments of her life that Baby 
Mary was not an orphan. 

When Mary Pickford started to make “Sparrows,” her latest picture, she 
needed ten children and a baby. The ten children were easily found. The baby 
presented a real difficulty. More than two hundred babies had been duly inspected 
before Miss Pickford saw Mary Louise. She was signed for the part at once. 

Little Mary and Miss Pickford were 
soon fast friends. For eight months 
they worked together, day by day. Miss 
Pickford was never happier than when 
making scenes in which she held the 
baby, and Little Mary’s chubby arms 
were entwined about her neck. 

Then more difficult scenes were taken. 
With the baby tied to her back, Miss 
Pickford waded through swamps, 
climbed trees and experienced real 
dangers when alligators were used and 
huge dogs chased them. Never once did 
the little child whimper. She seemed 
to place a trust in Miss Pickford that 
could not be shaken. 

One day Edward Miller, the baby’s 
father, was driving to the studio when 
his small car was struck and turned 
over. The driver, his daughter and his 
wife escaped injury, but the parents 
were badly frightened. 

White and trembling he approached 
Miss Pickford on the set and said: 

“Miss Pickford, if anything should 
happen to me and my wife, I want you 
to care for Little Mary.” 

“I certainly will,” the famous star 
responded. “And she shall have every¬ 
thing I would give my own daughter. 
1 am only sorry that I can’t have her 
anyway,” she said with a laugh. 

That gave Miller something to think 
about. He talked it over with his wife 
earnestly. They realized what it would 
mean to Baby Mary to have such a 
home and the advantages Miss-Pickford 
would give her. But they could not 
give up the child. 

“It might be different if we had an¬ 
other,” Miller said in his broad Eng¬ 
lish accent. “But Mary is the only one 
we have, and she came after we had 
been married for twelve years. She 
means too much to us.” 

Reports persisted that Miss Pickford 
still wanted the baby and had offered 
a million dollars to the parents for her. 

She only laughed at such rumors. 
“It isn’t what I would give to have 

a sweet baby like Mary,” she said. 
“But there is another side. I can ap¬ 
preciate what a sacrifice her parents 
would make to give her up. I couldn’t 
ask them to do it. And it would be 
terrible to take such a baby and then, 
after having her for my own, have to 
give her up through circumstances that 
might develop later. That would be so 
difficult that it would not be worth 
while.” 

And then Miss Pickford revealed a 
secret few know—that she came very 

nearly being adopted herself, when a 
little girl. 

Her mother had been left a widow, 
with three small children and an invalid 
mother to support. Sickness had taken 
all the family’s savings. A doctor, also 
named Smith (the Pickford family 
name) ha4 been very good to the fam¬ 
ily and was very fond of Mary. He 
wanted to adopt her and give her a good 
home and the best education possible. 

Mary’s mother agreed, and it was 
left to her to decide. 

They went to the doctor’s fine home, 
iooked through the house, and enjoyed 
a fine dinner. Mary was promised a 
dog, and perhaps a pony, too. 

“Won’t we have fun, mother!” she 
exclaimed. Her mother explained that 
she would not be there to enjoy them 
with her, that she would be caring for 
Jack and Lottie and their grandmother. 

“Then I won’t stay,” was the firm 
and final decision of Mary, and the in¬ 
cident was closed. 

Mary thus lost the fine home, the 
education and luxuries of life, includ¬ 
ing the privilege of being known as 
Mary Gladys Smith, or perhaps Mrs. 
Gladys Jones. But she gained the op¬ 
portunity to become Mary Pickford, 
the famous star. 

“That’s what I thought about Little 
Mary,” Miss Pickford said. “I might 
be depriving her of just such a chance 
by adopting her. But I would not con¬ 
sider it, if her parents did not fully 
agree. 

“It is marvelous to find such parental 
devotion as that of the Millers. If 
they care that much they are going to 
be real parents to her. So perhaps it is 
all right. I’m looking forward to see¬ 
ing a lot of Little Mary, anyway, when 
I go back to Hollywood.” 

Mary and Douglas have gone to 
Europe, to enjoy a much-needed vaca¬ 
tion after a strenuous year before the 
camera. When they return they will 
build a new home in Beverly Hills, on 
the mountains overlooking the sea. And 
that home will probably include a nurs¬ 
ery, for sooner or later Miss. Pickford 
expects to adopt a little tot or two who 
do not have parents and who need a 
home. 

But Mary Louise Miller will not play 
there. She is playing on the concrete 
floor of the pressing and cleaning shop 
in Hollywood, and occasionally calling 
“Mama Mollie,” the name used by Miss 
Pickford in “Sparrows.” 

STUDIO CARPENTERS 
TAKE THEJPOTLIGHT 

Carpenters at the Mary Pickford 
studio, the humble “men behind the 
sets” who get no share of the spotlight 
ordinarily, came into their own when 
Miss Pickford made “Sparrows” her 
successful picture coming to the. 

The final scenes show the erection of 
an addition on a big Southern mansion. 
This was where the carpenters “did 
their stuff.” 

They sawed and hammered in big 
league style while the cameras ground, 
and not a single workman muffed his 
lines or caused a “retake.” 

The carpenters were honored by 
special sideline music while in the 
scenes. Jim Brennan, chief musician 
for Pickford, picked out an air that he 
thought was suitable to the scene. It 
was: “Drill, Ye Tarriers, Drill.” 

GARDNER BECOMES 
AN ACTOR IN HOUR 

Jack Messingham is an expert gard- 
ner at the Mary1 Pickford studios. He 
grew the corn and potatoes in the midst 
of the swamp in Mary Pickford’s new¬ 
est photoplay, “Sparrows” now at 

But Jack is an actor now. He be¬ 
came an actor in one hour while 
“Scraps” was being made. 

When the company got out of the 
swamps and into, the beautiful South¬ 
ern estate shown in the close of the 
picture, a “contractor” was needed to 
boss a crew of workmen in the scenes. 
Jack was chosen and stepped into the 
picture with Roy Stewart, the leading 
man, giving Roy a close run for the 
honors. 

When opportunity knocked at Jack’s 
door he met her en the front steps. 

TURNS LONE WALNUT 
INTO SMALL FORTUNE 

Co-Director On Mary Pickford’s 
New Film, “Sparrows,” Has 

Peculiar Experience. 

Tom McNamara, the well known car¬ 
toonist, claims the honor of possessing 
the most profitable walnut grove in 
California. 

A few years ago, McNamara, who 
collaborated with William Beaudine in 
the direction of “Sparrows”, Mary 
Pickford’s latest picture coming soon 
to the.erected a new home 
in Hollywood. He had visions of shade 
and decoration with profit so he planted 
a walnut grove around his house. 

Though he expended considerable 
effort and money in raising the trees 
there were no walnuts forthcoming and 
year after year the Yidetide season 
found the cartoonist’s family patroniz¬ 
ing the neighborhood grocery for their 
nuts. 

One night McNamara was awakened 
by a great thump on the roof of his 
house. He bad visions of housebreakers 
and clad in his night attire went out to 
investigate. He found that one lone wal¬ 
nut, the only one his trees had borne 
in four, long, weary years had fallen 
off the tree and rolled down the roof 
with a great clatter. 

This episode was the inspiration for 
a story, which he sold for many times 
what the crop of a ten-acre grove of 
walnuts would bring him. And so Mc¬ 
Namara maintains that his walnut 
grove, though nutless is the most pro¬ 
fitable one in California. 

“Sideline music” is usually played by 
a string orchestra on movie sets. Mary 
Pickford has sideline music deluxe dur¬ 
ing the making of “Sparrows” when 
the entire Swedish choral club of Chi¬ 
cago, on a tour of Hollywood, sang for 
her one afternoon. 

“HOW TO BE HAPPY THOUGH MARRIED” 

Famous Editor Interviews Mary Pickford 

and Douglas Fairbanks and Learns About 

Marriage From Them. 

By JAMES QUIRK 

Editor of Photoplay Magazine 

(Suggested for women’s page feature) 

I have never ‘known of a more successful marriage than that of Mary 
Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks. It proves that a man and woman can 
have their own careers and be happy. Each has a separate organization. 
Each tries to help the other, yet neither tries to interfere or force opinions. 

They are happy and everybody else on their “lot” is happy. Mary says 
Doug is the best producer in the business and Doug says Mary is the most 
marvelous combination of feminine sweetness and brains. 

And I think they are both right. 
“What’s the secret?” I asked Mary. 
Before I got the last word out she blurted at me: 
“It isn’t any secret. I love Doug and Doug loves me. And while we 

don’t go around cooing and billing like a couple of turtle doves, he proves 
it to me every day by his actions, and I try to do the same. 

“We make a business of being happily married. We are partners and 
we play the game like partners. I tell you—remember the theme of Doug’s 
‘Thief of Bagdad’—‘Happiness Must Be Earned’—that’s it. You must earn 
your happiness or you don’t get it. We both work at happiness.” 

Seems simple, doesn’t it? 
I was leaving—was outside the door of her bungalow on my way over 

to play with Doug, his director, and one of the boys in his office, and then 
Marry called me back. 

“I forgot to say,” she whispered impishly, “that Doug and I have 
never been separated for a single day. 

“We take no vacations on our job of being happy.” 
Miss Pickford’s latest production, “Sparrows,” comes to the. 

theatre on. 



United Artists Corporation 

ACCESSORY ORDER BLANK FOR 

MARY PICKFORD 
IN 

“SPARROWS” 
SEND TO: 

Manager- 

Name of Theatre 

Town State 

How 
Many 

Amount 

POSTERS (Lithographed) 
One Sheet, No. 1, 12 cents. 
One Sheet, No. 2, 12 cents. 
Three Sheet, No. 1, 36 cents. 
Three Sheet, No. 2, 36 cents. 
Six Sheet, 72 cents. 
Twenty-four Sheet, Pictorial, $2.00 
Twenty-four Sheet, Block, $2.00 . 

LOBBY DISPLAY PHOTOS 
Hand colored, 22x28 (two in set), 40 cents each. 

80 cents per set 
Hand colored, 11x14, (eight in set), 75 cents per set. . 
Black and white squeegee photos for newspapers 

(twenty-five in set), 10 cents each, $2.50 a set. . . . 
Black and white squeegee photos for lobby display, 

(twenty-five in set), 10 cents each, $2.50 a set. . . . 

MATS— 

How Many 

SLIDE No. 1, 15 cents. 

SLIDE No. 2, 15 cents. 

WINDOW CARDS (Lithographed). Price 10 cents... 

SCENE CUTS (55-screen) Half-tones: 
HH-1—One-Col. Portrait (Cut, 30c; Mat, 5c). 
HH-2—One-Col. Scene (Cut, 30c; Mat, 5c). 
HH-3—One-Col. Scene (Cut, 30c; Mat, 5c). 
HH-4—Two-Col. Portrait (Cut, 50c; Mat, 10c) .... 
HH-5—Two-Col. Scene (Cut, 50c; Mat, 10c). 
HH-6—Two-Col. Scene, MAT ONLY (Mat, 10c) . . 
HH-7—Two-Col. Scene (Cut, 50c; Mat, 10c). 
HH-8—Three-Col. Scene (Cut, 75c; Mat, 20c). 
HH-SPECIAL—Set of Seven-Column Mats of “Soar- 

rows” picture serial newspaper feature. Price, 
complete set, $3.00, MATS ONLY. 

ADVERTISING CUTS (Line Drawings) : 
HHD-0—One-Col. Ad, MAT ONLY (Mat, 5c). . . 
HHD-1—One-Col. Ad (Cut, 30c; Mat, 5c). 
HHD-2—One-Col. Ad (Cut, 30c; Mat, 5c). 
HHD-3—Two-Col. Ad, MAT ONLY (Mat, 10c).. 
HHD-4—Two-Col. Ad (Cut, 50c; Mat, 10c). 
HHD-5—Two-Col. Ad (Cut, 50c; Mat, 10c). 
HHD-6—Three-Col. Ad (Cut, 75c; Mat, 20c). 
HHD-7—Four-Col. Ad, MAT ONLY (Mat, 30c).. 

Kindly remit full payment with accessory order. 
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Scanned from the United Artists collection at the Wisconsin 

Center for Film and Theater Research. 

Digitization and post-production completed in the University 

of Wisconsin-Madison's Department of Communication Arts, 

with funding from the Mary Pickford Foundation. 

www.marypickford.org 
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